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There is a large amount of programming being performed
by the LEC, Applied Mechanics Department, Structures Tech-
nology Section for the purpose of supporting the original
development and update programming of applications programs
for the Integrated Structural Analysis System (ISAS). This
discussion and outline are presented in an attempt to lay-
out a standard document format which will be rigidly held
to in the preparation of program documents.
The fact that documentation is required for all program-
ming work performed by LEC for the NASA/JSC, Structures and
Mechanics Division, Structures Branch has previously been
agreed to by both parties. The documentation thus far has
been satisfactory for the most part but there has been a
persistent inconstancy in the document format and content.
It seems that the largest difficulty is the programmers
requirement that both a program document and a users guide
must be combined as one document.
A review of the time being spent on documentation versus
time estimates on task agreements indicates that documentation
effort is being underestimated. The additional information,
formatting, gathering, and preparing considered herein may
cause future documentation estimates to double past estimates
but this will still be a small portion of the total task effort.
The document suggested to alleviate the existing diffi-
culties is described within this guide. It is designed so
both programmers and program users who desire or are required
to work with the program sometime in the future will have
sufficient information with which to use or alter the program.
The intended document format is outlined and described in
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Section 2 of this guide.
Documentation which involves changes, additions, and I/O
capability revisions to existing programs will follow the
format of Section 2 as closely as practical. The documen-
tation in this case will not normally involve the entire
subject program, only those portions which have been added
or modified.
There are sufficient appendices included in this guide to
give the programmer a good idea of what is intended by the
verbal descriptions in Section 2. Appendix A consists of
a checklist which should be reviewed each time a program-
ming effort is documented. Each item which appears on the
checklist and pertains to the programming performed should
be included in the planned document.
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
Each subsection of Section 2 is a description of an identi-
fiable portion of the intended program document. The outline
of the new format is shown in Figure 2-1.
There will be no discussion of the title page, approval
page and table of contents within this guide, except to say
that previous formats for technical memos and program docu-
mentation are acceptable as they have been in the past. The
specific format here will vary with.the importance of the
subject document and the formality with which it is felt
that it should be documented.







so as to be able to identify these subsections from primary




















3.4.3 Sample Problem Output
3.5 Discussion of Program Characteristics
4.0 MAIN PROGRAM AND SUBROUTINE DOCUMENTATION
4.1 Main Program Documentation





FIGURE 2-1 OUTLINE FOR PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
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2 - ABSTRACT
The abstract is a concise description of the capabilities
of the program. Whenever possible it will be written on
JSC form 143, entitled, "JSC Computer Program Abstract".
The abstract will describe program input requirements, the
program's operational characteristics, and the program
output in general terms. The programming language and the
required computer facility description for using the program
will be included.
A program number will be obtained from the ADP Computer
Program Sharing Library when the subject of the document is
a newly developed program.
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2-1.0 INTRODUCTION
The introduction contains the purpose of the program
including background data leading to the request for the pro-
gram development. The relationship of the subject program
with other programs and/or systems is discussed in this
section. A flow chart showing interrelationships may be
placed in this section if it adds to the clarity of 
the
explanation. Also included in this section will be a des-
cription of the programs scope or problem solving capability.
Other items which may appear in this section:
* The program name and acronym if any.
* Broad description of planned input sources.
* General type and size of problems which the program
will solve.
* Broad output description and where the output is
intended to be utilized.
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2-2.0 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
This section is intended primarily for the 
analyst who
is interested in a description of the technical 
details and
solution procedures used in the development of the program.
The engineering or scientific problem formulation 
contained
in the program will be presented in this section. 
Also the
methods for achieving a numerical solution to 
the formulated
problem will be described here. Broad statements 
leading




Begin to describe in detail all the analytical 
capabilities
which have been designed into the program. A 
physical
description of all the required input information 
will be
presented in this subsection along with a similar 
description
of the program's output. An explanation of why this input
and output is required, optional program capabilities, 
and
I/O will be outlined in this section.
2-2.2 Technical Description
This subsection contains the technical solution flow 
des-
cription and organization of the program. Flow charts 
detailing
the path through the analytical solution 
may be presented if
they are helpful. The method of applying 
numerical procedures
for solving the analytical problem are described. It may be
of some value and clear-up the presentation for large pro-
grams if the technical description, Section 2.2, 
is split
into two headings: the first, Analytical and Problem 
For-
mulation; the second, Solution Considerations.
27-
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2-2.2.1 Analytical and Problem Formulation
The actual engineering or scientific problem to be
solved by the program in equation form should be detailed
in this subsection. This section could start with a nomen-
clature page to put symbol explanations in close proximity
to the symbol equations. The program variable name could
also be related to the symbols and nomenclature if it would
clarify the document. Several subsections might be used to
describe various analytical methods which might be used within
one program.
2-2.2.2 Solution Considerations
Logical construction of the program design to achieve
problem solution will be spelled out in this section. All
numerical techniques used for equation solution will be
described in detail within this subsection. Additional sub-
sections may be used in large size programs for clarification.
If additional function flow charts can further clarify the
explanation they will be included here.
2-2.N Additional Subsections
It may be appropriate to describe the functions of the
mathematical subroutines briefly if analytical flow charts
are presented within section 2.0. It may depend on the
program individuality whether subroutine functions will better
be described here or within the next section, 3.0, Usage.
Other items which could appear in this section
e Information to explain details and relate program
sections
* Definition of Major Internal Variables
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2-3.0 PROGRAM USAGE
This section is intended to be the program users manual.
It must contain sufficient information to enable a new program
user to successfully utilize all the capabilities of the
program. Input, output, special characteristics and sample
problems must be thoroughly.described and discussed.
2-3.1 Program Organization and Operating Characteristics
An overall program flow chart will be presented in this
subsection. This overall flow chart can be used as reference
throughout this section.
2-3.2 Input Description
A detailed description of the input required for all
options of the program will be placed within this subsection.
Other data to appear here will include:
* A deck setup description
* Input data detailed formats for card, tape and drum
input - also terminal
* Description of input data and units required
* Program symbolic names and mathematical names
* Reference to sample problem input data
2-3.3 Output Description
A detailed description of all output options available
to the user. Data to be included here will include:
* Diagnostic descriptions and solutions
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e Detailed output descriptions of content and formats
* References to sample problems
* Where and how output is used - hard copy, tapes,
plots
* Distinguish between calculated output and output
which is echoed input
2-3.4 Sample Problems
All the information necessary to reproduce the sample
problem should be contained and explained in this subsection.
Program features and options should be pointed out. Compar-
ison of results with an independent solution should be made
if possible.
2-3.4.1 Problem Description
The physical problem being solved must be completely
described here. Physical and geometrical properties required
for the solution must be supplied or the method of obtaining
them defined. Drawings or sketches clarifying the problem
are to be included.
2-3.4.2 Input Deck
The sample problem input deck is to be shown and explained
by relating input parameters to physical quantities. Input
file formats are to be shown and explained. Input tape units
are to be identified along with input tape format descriptions.
2-3.4.3 Sample Problem Output
A description, explanation, and discussion of sample pro-
blem output using hardcopy listings as a reference figure.
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2-3.5 Discussion of Program Characteristics
A discussion with reference to the sample problem of
such program characteristics as run time, number of pages




This section of the program document is intended to pro-
vide significant information related to the programming aspects
of the program. Such data as the language it is written in,
the computer and system it was written for, overlay infor-
mation, and the required core storage for the program should
be written into this section. Other pertinent information
regarding future improvements, existing problems, and special
program features should be spelled out here.
A light introduction to the documentation of program
routines could also appear in this section.
Refer to Appendix B and C for examples of subroutine
documentation.
2-4.1 Main Program Description
A description of the purpose, function, and organization
of the main routine of the program is presented in this
section. An overall program flow chart should be presented
unless the program is a minor one. An overlay listing and
a listing of the main program code should appear in this part.
2-4.2 Common Block Information
Programs having several named common blocks should use
this section to describe them. A listing of the variables
contained in each block should be shown. Usually these
variables will be defined within the section describing each
subroutine so they probably will not have to be defined here.
The use of Fortran Procedures to incorporate common blocks
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within various subroutines should be described if used. A
common block versus subroutine matrix showing which common
blocks are contained in each subroutine should be placed in
this section.
2-4.3 Namelist Information
Describe namelists used in the program. Associate the
namelist names with the variables within each.
2-4.4 Parameter Information
In a case where extensive use is made of parameter con-
stants a section such as this can be used to identify and
describe the parameters and their use.
2-4.5 Subroutine Description
A general description of each subroutine used within
the program and its use should be written in this section.
2-4.5.1 Subroutine ABCDEF (First subroutine)
For each subroutine of significance the following data
will be included:
* Subroutine function
* Required subroutine storage
e List of important parameters
e List of important input variables
* List of important output variables
* Description of tape and other mass storage input
* Description of tape and other mass storage output
o List of error messages and method of error correction
2-11
o Printed output description
* Library routines required










3.0 UTILIZATION OF DOCUMENTATION PROCEDURES
The procedures described in this documentation guide
will result in large documents. The documents will contain
everything useful that there is to know about the subject
program except for extensive user experience descriptions.
The information within the documents, written to the format
described herein, will have analytical data presented from
an analysts point of view within Section 2., user infor-
mation presented from a users point of view within Section 3.,
and programmers information presented from a programmers
point of view presented within Section 4.
This guide will be distributed to all programmers per-
forming category 1 program development. They will be instructed
to use this guide for reference when documenting new programs
and making changes and additions to existing programs.
Appendix A, a checklist to be used when writing a program
document, will be reviewed when each program document is
written.
It is intended that a continuing review of documentation
will be exercised so as to insure that the Structures Branch
of the Structures and Mechanics Division receives the most
efficient program documentation that can be written. Con-
tinuing feedback from technical monitors, program and docu-
ment users regarding documentation quantity and quality is










Program Purpose (general) Relationships to other progral
Background Information Program Scope
Source of Input Output Utilization
2. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (Equations and Method of Solution)
* General Description














3. USAGE (Program users manual)
Overall Functional Flow Chart
* Input Description
Data specifications (type, format, units, options)
Card specifications (card columns vs data identificatioi
Tape specifications (record, word vs data identificatio:
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Identification-printer output labels and headings
Identifications-non-printer (plotter, punched card, etc.)
labels and headings
Variable descriptions (format, units of measure)
Tape output (record, file, word definitions)
Programmed diagnostics (message, source, and action requir











Double precision arithmetic operations
Loss of numeric significance
Relation of output significance to input
Validation or verification of program (calculator or
comparison with other programs)
* Sample Problem
Problem Description
Input deck, tapes, and files
Output description and explanation
Plots
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4. SUBROUTINE DOCUMENTATION (Programmer Document)


















Tape and mass storage input
Tape and mass storage output











Tables in appendix (too large for text)
o Figures
Figures in appendix (too large for text)
* Listings
Listings in appendix (too large for text)
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APPENDIX B




The functions of the subroutines which have been added to
the FRISBE Program and the added capabilities of altered
subroutines are described below.
ROUTINE FUNCTION
DREAD Additional namelist capability has been added
to this subroutine so controlling data for
reading flight condition and force coefficient
files can be read into the program.
FCREAD A routine which reads a flight conditions file
from tape. This routine will not necessarilly
read the ISAS Flight Condition File resident
on drum storage. A start time and an end
time are obtained from namelist input in DREAD.
All flight conditions between the start and
end time are read and stored in core (COMMON
Block AERO).
FILE This routine replaces the EXEC-2 library routine
also called FILE. There is no similar routine
in the EXEC-8 library so this routine was written
in Fortran to perform the previous function of the
EXEC-2 FILE routine. The routine skips a
specified number of end-of-file marks before
beginning a read or write.
FOCORD A routine which reads force coefficients from
an ISAS formjtted Force Coefficient Data File
(on drum :;to. fIc) for the flight conditions
which are indicated from n elit input or
from the Vlight Cond i.t ions File.
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ROUTINE FUNCTION
INTEG The output of the ISAS Flight Conditions Tape
File (FRISBE output file) was altered slightly
to make the format compatible with the other
"Batch Flight Condition Files".
INTERP This subroutine has been altered to include
the capability of interpolating two force data
files to construct a combined applied force
file for dynamic response analysis.
TREAD The previously existing subroutine which is
used primarily for reading tape data input
has been altered to control the reading of the
flight conditions data from tape and the force
coefficient data from drum file storage.
The subroutine also controls the force inter-
polation used in the construction of an exter-
nal force tape.
4.4.1 Subroutine DREAD
The purpose of subroutine DREAD is to read namelist 
data in
namielist $IPGFP. The added variables to be read are control
parameters for reading ISAS files and accuracy requirements
for selection of force coefficient sets from flight condition








NIMAX 25 Number of interface loads - max.
NFMAX 200 Number of external forces - max.
NLMAX 75 Number of nodal point accelerations - max.
NTMAX 50 Number of time points - max.
NNMAX 150 Number of nodes - max.
NDMAX 400 Number of degrees-of-freedom - max.
NMMAX 50 Number of modes - max.
INPUT VARIABLES:
MACH R Mach number array
ALPHA R Angle-of-attack array
BETA R Yaw angle array
DELTAE R Elevon angle array
DELTAR R Rudder angle array
FCFILE L If true read flight conditions tape
FOCOFL L If true read force coefficient file
CNFGCK A Configuration ID word
TIME R Flight condition time array
QPSI R Dynamic pressure array
MACDIF R Accuracy requirement for MACII array
ALFDIF P Accuracy requirement for ALPHA array
BETADF R Accuracy requirement for BETA array
DELEDF R Accuracy requirement for DELTAE array
DELRDF R Accuracy requirement for DELTAR array









STARTM R Starting time for the run
ENDIIM R End time for the run
QPS1
MACDIF
ALFDIF Refer to input variables
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The printed output from subroutine DREAD includes 
the modal
tape title and the case title followe'd by 
namelist OUTPT.
Namelist OUTPT is a previously existing namelist to 
which
has been added the variables MACH, ALPHA, BETA, DELTAE, DELTAR,
FCFILE, FOCOFL, STARTM, ENDTIM, and OPFCHK.
LISTING:
A listing of subroutine DREAD is shown on the following eight
pages.
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°oooo DREAD o o
WFOR S PDREADODREAD
FOR SEIx-11/13/74-01I0 7 :30 (17)
SURROUTINE DREAD ENTRY POINT 001564
STORAGE USED: CODE(I) 0016051 DATAIO) 0140001 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000
COMMON BLOCKS:
0003 A L, IC 000002












EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME)












STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
0001 000147 IOOL 0001 001157 1000G 0001 001160 1002G 
0001 001171 1007G 0001 0n1202 I0156
0001 001202 1017G 0001 001207 1024G 0001 001207 1026G 0001 001222 1036G 0001 01222 1040G
0001 001227 10456 0001 001227 104
7 G 0001 001234 1054 0001 001234 1u56C 0o01 001245 10656
0001 001252 1071G 0001 001257 1075 0001 000163 11OL 0001 001275 11C
7  0001 001302 11136
0001 001347 l14l G 0001 001347 1143G 0001 001354 11500 0001 001354 11526 CiI0 001403 11666
0001 001410 11726 0001 00115 11766 0001 000214 120L 0001 
001472 12326 0001 001511 12'26
0001 001531 3253G 0003 001532 1255G 0001 001536 1261G 0001 000231 130L 
ulOI 0j02Q44 14JL
0001 000256 150L 0003 000310 160L 0000 013610 17oF 0000 
013b2Z I1OF oo0l 000327 190L
0000 013631 200F 0001 000046 207G 0000 013642 21nF 00u1 00053 2166 0001 000515 220L
0001 000057 224G 0001 000520 230L 0001 000067 233G 00ul 00007u 
2366 0001 000532 24UL
0001 000074 245G 0001 000104 2546 0001 000557 260L 
0001 000115 2676 0001 000565 270L
0001 000577 280L 0001 000604 290L 0001 000124 3006 0001 000617 30GL 
0001 000131 307G
0000 013652 310F 0001 000132 3126 0000 013671 320F 000 
013677 340F 0000 013721 350F
0**. DREAD 000*00 0 DATE 111374 PAGF 2
0001 001060 3 7 0L 0001 001515 375L 000C 001427 3
8 0L 0001 00u543 385L C0Cl 00034
3 420G
0001 000400 490G 0001 000412 445G 0001 000417 4
5 16 001u 000420 453G OUol GU431 Jb06
0001 000506 503G 0001 000t45 527G 0001 000660 572G 0001 000667 6006 CU01 0C0711 6146
0001 000736 631G 0001 000743 635G 0001 000750 641G 0O0u P00761 6476 OLOI 00u771 6566
0001 001124 7536 0001 001131 757G 0001 001136 763G 0001 001152 774G OUOo0 on751 AFTAYZ
0017 R 000570 ALFDIF 0000 L 000001 ALLMOD 0017 R 000062 ALPHA 0010 L 000003 ANTI 0017 R 000144 BETA
0017 R 000571 BETADF 0000 R 012514 BGNPRT 0000 R 010573 BGNTIM 0010 L 000004 CGCALC 0003 L 000001 CKOUT
0017 1 0003794 CNFGCK 0006 L 000002 COMPIC 0004 R 000000 CTITLE 0000 R 006145 DAMP 0017 H 00US72 ELLOF
0017 R 000573OdELRDF 0017 R 000226 DELTAE 0017 R 000310 OELTAR 0000 R Cl06J6 DELTIM 000U0 C063: I S1PL
0000 R 01062005MASS 0000 R 012536 OMP OOUO R 012515 ENDPRT 0017 R 000t21 ENDTIM 0000 L C L.2 LNGIJ
0003 L 000000 ERROR 0000 L 000003 EXTFOR 0017 L 000372 FCFILE 0017 L 000373 FOCOFL 00O0 1 CC0,05 FCRMID
0015 L 000000 FORTAP 0000 R 000740 FORXYZ 0015 L 000004 FPLOT 0000 R 007275 FTILE 000 R 0C0175 Fi
0000 R 001777 FlO 0000 R 002061 FIl 0000 R 002143 F12 000 R 002225 F13 0000 R ccl J3 FIN
0000 R 002371 FIS 0000 R 002453 Fb16 0000 R 002535 F17 0000 R 002617 FIb 00(C R CC27I Fl'
0000 R 00115 7 F2 0000 R 002763 F20 0000 R 003045 F21 0000 R CoJ12/ F22 00(,0 k 03211 F23
0000 R 003273 F24 0000 R 003355 F25 0000 R 003437 F26 0000 R 003521 F27 CLO L 3 eZ3 F 2
0000 R 003665 F29 0000 R 001241 F3 0000 R 003747 F3o 00.0 a H CJ31 F31 , - 0 J*lj 1 F 3
0000 R 004175 F33 0000 R 004257 F34 0000 R 0004341 F35 OL R COs423 F 3 L.- 4 R C ~-' 37
0000 R 004567 F38 0000 R 004651 F39 0000 R 001323 F4 0000 0jsl3j0 o.C a 5 s - IS F1i
0000 R 005077 F42 0000 R 005161 F43 0000 A 005243 F44 OCLO R C5315 F 5 C 2 R -6 z7 r%6
0000 R 005471 F47 0000 R 005553 F48 00O0 R 005635 49 00,0 k CI 01V FS L:,3 A -77
0000 R 001467 F6 0000 R 001551 F7 0000 R 001633 F8 ULO R CC17I F 9 z 4 '12535 S S
0006 L 000000 HOLDIT 0000 I 012524 I 0000 1 012537 IC C C3 I 1 IC& S A iC
0000 1 010460 IOD CC 0012 000003 IDRUM 0000 I O11440 ID Zrl 0013 C --- IFCF iL 17 r:c:5 I- SC
0013 000003 IFCTAP 0013 000002 IIN 0012 OCfonl I1FoC C314 C -L ;FI - ; 4I -1 1 !
00000. 013745 INJPS 0013 I 000001 INPUT 0014 000000 10DDR OU, C I b5 ; FP 6 I? I 2 C "2 IPi
0014 000001 IRPT 0016 L 000000. ISAS 0012 000OC4 ISCRT 0016 1 C :,21 1STAPE -,IZ C,. 0 1S P
3 0010 000001 IUNSYM 0000 I 012525 J 0000 1 012526 . OCuC I C12541 L C Q I 1 533 LOC 1
I 0000 1 012506 LOCOND 0000 R 0U0315 LDCOOD 0000 I 012507 LOINO 0000 1 C07277 ,CC 
E CJCO L C - L!1P
0000 L 000000 LOADS 0000 1 012542 M 0017 R 000567 MACDIF 0017 
R OOUUUu MAC H  uCO I C,, 63 PCGES
0015 L 000001 MODPRT 0012 I 000000 MTAPE 0005 I 000ul0 NDELTA 005 1 C 0OZ, N F 
05 I 0c 0L7 T ImE
0000 I 012543 NENG 0005 000011 NFC- 0000 012532 NFILES 0005 I 00LU01 NFS 00C5 
i 00003 1LDN
0000 I 012544 NLINK 0000 I 012545 NLKF 0005 1 000002 NLS 0005 
I 000S0  N 0, 0,122A0 C;E1I
0005 1 000006 NODES 0000 1 000762 NODFIT 0000 1 012517 NOORB 0000 
012520 hOSRML 0000 I 012321 NOSMR
0000 1 012522 NOTANK 0005 I 000004 NTPTS 0000 I 012534 NUMBMD 0017 
000566 :.MINC 0006.L 000603 Ot.EG
0007 1 000004 OPFCHK 0007 L 000003 OPLOD 0007 L 000001 OPMDA 00u7 
L 000000 OPRBA 0007 L 00000
2 OPTOTA
0015 L 000002 ORDER 0000 013330 OUTPT 0015 L 000003 PLOT 
0011 L 000000 PLTMA 0011 L 000001 PLTID
0017 R 000422 QPSI 0000 R 000430 SCALE 0017 R 000420 STARTM 0000 R 012513 
STPSIZ 0010 L 000002 SYM
0000 R 012516 TILT 0017 R 000504 TIME 0011 R 000002 TITLE 
0000 R 012523 TOL 0000 R 006001 TTABLE
0000 R 006227 VELOC 0000 R 012527 XCG 0000 R 006373 XMAT 
0000 R 012510 XREF 0000 R 012530 YCG
0000 R 012513 YREF 0000 R 012531 ZCG 0006 L 000001 ZEROFC 
0000 R 012512 ZREF
0010o 1* SUBROUTINE DREAD(REPORT) 
DREADOO O00n00u
00101 2' C 
A
00101 3. C 0 * * O READOO3 000000
00101 o C * DREAD--CARD DATA READ SUBROUTINE 
DOREAOUS4 000000
00103 So C 0 *00 0 0 5 0 DREAOOU5 OuOOUREADCO6 000000
00101 6* C RAO oo0oou
00103 7 PARAMETER NIMAXu25,NFMAXA200ZNLMAX
=7SNTMAX 000000
00104 8s PARAMETER NNMAXI50ONDMAXw
4 00NMMAX 5 0 - 000000
00105 90 LOGICAL REPORTeSYMIANTI@LOADSsFPLOTsERRR DEA 000000
00106 100 LOGICAL CKOUTFORTAPMODPRTIORDERPLOT 
OREADOIU 000000
00107 11 LOGICAL OPRBAPOPMDAOPTOTA*OPLO 
DREAD011 000000
00110 12' LOGICAL HOLDITZEROFCoCOMPICIONEG 
DREADOI2 00o000
0O0*0 DREAD 00 ... 0.TF 1 11374 PAGF 3
00111 3. LOGICAL PLTMAPLTMD*ALLMOD#CGCALC#ISAS 000000G
00112 'so0 LOGICAL ENGIO,EXTFORLNK h'vCocuoC
001 13 15. LOGICAL FCFILE/eFALSEo/, FCCOFL/.FALSE./ 000
00116 3- 60 INTEGER FORMIDo CNFGCK(20.3, OPFCHK 000000
00117 17* REAL LOCOOOI3,NIMAX) DREAD015 000000
00120 38. REAL MACH(SJTMAX), MACDIF 000000)oo
00120 19. 0 DREAU016 000000
00121 20. DIMENSION SCALE(NFMAX) ,FORXYZ(3,33 ,AFTXYZ(31 33 ,NODFIT(NIMAX,
3 ) DREAOO17 OoluuOo
00122 21. D IMoENSION F3(NTMAXl,2NMX, 3 NM).F(TA1FIIAl OREAU016 o00000D
00122 22. . 1F6i NTMAX)I,F7 (NIMAXI ,F8(NTMiAX) ,F 9 (NJTMAXI ,F10(NTMAX) sF1 I(NTMAXI , ORLAU01 9 OCUjoDO
00322 23. 2F32(NTMAXl ,F 3(NTMAX 3 F34(iTMAx1 IFI5CNTMAA I,F16(NT~lAXl ,F1 7(NTMAX *0REA.,020 00000
00122 24. 3FI8INTMAXI ,F19(NTMAX1 ,F20(rNTMAXl sF21(CNTmAA) ,F22(NIMAXI ,F23(NTM.AXi ,OEAOO2I 000.0
00322 25o F24.N TMAX),F25INTMAX),F26(NTMAAISF27(NTMAAIIFZdINTMAX~iF29CNTMAXI,0NEAU022 oocOo
00122 26. 5F303NTMAX),F31CNTMAX3,F32INTMAX).F33(NTMAx),F34(NTMAXgF35CNTAX.REAL023 DoVOOG
0U122 27v 6F36(NTMAXIF37(NTMAX),F38(NTMAAIV39(NTmAS)F4INTMAX,F1(NTMAXI.REAU24 000000
00122 28. 7 F2NTMAX),F43NTMAXIF44(NTMAA),F5(NTMAX,F6NTMAX,F47(NTMAX),OREA .O 25 000000,
00122 29. 8 F48(NTMAXIF49(NTMAXIF50CNTMAX),TTABLE(NTMAxIFONMIDCNFMAX) OR*EAi)U26 00'000
00122 30o c RuO7 ooo
00123 33. D'IMENSION mOUES(NMMAX1,DAMP(NMMAX)PVEL0C(NMMAXI,0ISPL(NMMAX) OREAD026 LOLoDO
00123 32. 3 ,XMAT(NNMAX,31 .FTILE(2) 000000o
0013 3* c R.EA0030 000000
001 24 3'4a DIMENS ION LONOOE (NIMAX ,NIMAA3I IACC (NLMAX) 6BGNT IM(13 I V REA0031 0 )C
00124 35. 1 DELTIMIIDI ,DMASStND~mAx),llXYZ(NDMAX),TITLE(12l ,NOUEIU(NNMAX) O.REA,;032 000000~r
cd00124 36. C UREA0033 000000O
1 00125 37. DIMENSIOlN ALPHA(NTMAX)j BETAI'NTHAX~i DELTAECNTMAXI, OELTAR(NTMAXI 000000O
-j 00126 38. DImENSION TIME(NTMAXI, (QPS1(NTMAX) 00~00
00327 39. COm-0N/ALOG IC/ERROR ICKOuT DREAD034 uO000
00130 40. C0mm~ti/CASDAT/CTITLE(12) DREADO35 00u00
00131 '41. CoOPO/COATA /NOF I NFSjNLS INLDND .NTPTS iNNMINOOES oNDTImENDELTArINFC 0o )00
00132 42. CommON4/CLOGIC/HOLDITZEROFCCOMPIC sONEG DREAD037 00000
00133 43o COMMON4/OLOGIC/OPRBA.OPMDA ,OPTOTA sOPLODOPFCHK D UOUOO
001341 440 C~pmmON/5ymL0G/ISYMOP,I0NSyMSyM,ANT1,CGCALC UREAU039 000000
0013S 45. COmMON4/PLOGIC/PLTMA,PLTMD,TITLE DREAUC0O u0000
00336 46. CO.mm0N/SCR0RM/ MTAPEs IFORC9 IPHIS, IDRUM, ISCRTs IFCSCR 000'000
00137 47. ComO~4O/PTAPE/ICARDS.INPUTIFINiFCTAP,IFCFIL 000000
00340 48. CommON/OPTAPE/IORDR,lRMTIFPLOT.ILINKS UREAD043 000000
00141 '49. COMMONi/TLOGIC/FORTAPMODPRT ,OROER,PLOTFPLOT DREAU0'i4 000000O
M43'2 5O0 COMMON/OUTSAS/ISAS, ISTAPE 000000u
00143 Ste COtMMON /AERO / MACH, ALPHA, BETA, DELTACI DELTAR, FCFILEs FOCOFLs ocuuoC
00143 52. 1 CNFGCKo STARTM, ENOTIM, QPsIp TIME. .NUMINC, MACUIF, ALFO)IFv 0-000
00143 53. 2 BETAUF, QELEOF, DELRDF 000000
00343 54. C DREAD046 000000
00144 55. NAMELIST /IPGFP/ F0RMID,TTABLEFlsF2,F3,F'4,FS,F6,F7,V 8 j,F10F11,0l.OEA0'46 000000
00144 56o II2,F33,F3'4,Fl5tF36,F37,Flid,F39,F2uF23 ,F22,F23,F24,F25,F26,F27, UREAuo47 Oobooon
00144 57. 2F28,F2YF30,F3lV3Z933F34,F3SF36F3,F3.F39,F4,FsF'42,F43 , UREAL046 00 i0 0
00144 S8. 3F44,F'45,F46,F47 ,F48,F49,F5U,LOCONOMODESOAMPLONL)ELOCCOLINOREAO'19 000000
001q4 59. 4 IDACCoSCALE,XNEFYREFZREFOISPLVELOCgSTPSIZ,8GNPRTENOPRT, . UEAD0C0 £00000)G
00344, 600 58KGNTIM,DELTIMI,FORTAP ,COMP1C sHOLDI T,ZER0FCALLM00,0N4EG,UP "BA ' OPMODA ,D REAOS U0£' '0001
00144 63. 6 OPTOTA ,OPLODMODPRTCKOUT ,OROER PLOT ,PLTMD,PLTMA ,FPLOT, UREA00352 000000
00144 '\62a 7 REPORTCGCALCsSYM.ANTITILTFORXyZoAFTXYLNODFITNOORdNOSRML, DREAU053 000000
00344 '.I63. 8NOSRHRNOTANKISASMACHALPHAUETADELTAED)ELTARsF'CFILE,FOCOFLs 000000
00144 N-64. 9 CNFGCK, TIME, QPSIs MACOIF, ALFOIF9 BETAUF, 000000
00144 j65. 0 DELEOFs DELRUF, OPFCHK 000000o
00344 66o C DREAJD0oS 0 0 0 0
00345 67. NAmELIST/OuTpT/LOCONDXREFYREF sZREF ,TILT.BGNPRTENDPRTSTpSIZs UREAD056 000000
00145 68. IBGNTIMDELTImMODESDAMPDISpLVELUCFORM1DSCALE, IOACCsLDNODE. DREADOS7 001000
****. DREAO so****e ATF 111374 PAF
00145 70. 
3
ANTI CGCALC CKOUTCOMPICoFURTApIFPLOTHOLDIToMODPRT0ONEG*OPLODO DREAD59 00U0000
00145 71. 40PMDA,OPRBA,0PTOTAORDERLOT#PLTMAsPLTMDsREPORT5SYMZELROFC UREAL060 000000
00145 72o 51S5ASiMACH.ALPHABELTDEAEDELTARaFCFILEFOCOFLoSTARTMENDTIM* 000000
00145 73* 6 OPFCHK 000000
00146 74* DATA FTILE/' FRISBE DATA'/ 000000
00150 75o HOLDIT=.FALSE* DREALC61 000000
00151 76* CKOUT.oFALSE. DREA0062 000O00
00152 77* ZEROFCm*FALSE* DREAO063 0000 1
00153 78. COMPIC=IFALSE* .0REA 064 000002
00154 79* ONEG=.FALSE 0REA0b65 000003
00155 80. ISAS=.FALSE 00004OO
00156 81* OPRBAu.TRUE* DREAO36o 000005
00157 82* OPMDAm.TRUE* DREAD067 000007
00160 839 OPTOTA=*TRUE. DREAD066 000010
00161 84* OPLOD=.TRUE DREAJO69 0011Ol




00164 87o PLTMD'.FALSE, OREAvu71 000014
00165 88* FPLOT=,FALSE, DREAD072 000015




00170 91 LOADSx.TRUE. EA0075 000020
00171 92* ANTI=*FALSE, DREAO076 000021
00172 93* SyM=.FALSEo 09EA077 000022
00173 949 TOL=I.OE-1 DREAD078 000023
00174 95e TILTaO.0 DREAO079 0n0025
00 00175 96. LDINDOO OREA0080 000026
00176 97s XREF=0.O OREAJ081 000027
00177 98. YREF=0.O DREADOd2 000030
00200 99* ZREF=0.0 UREAD083 000031
00201 100. MACDIF = *o1 000032
00202 101* ALFDIF *05 0OuO
34
00203 102* BETADF - *S0 030036
00204 103. DELEOF = .10 00uJ37
00205 104* DELROF * .15 000041
00206 105* DO 10 I1,NODMAX DREAC 04 000046
00211 106o DMASSII)=0.0 -  DREA;0d S 030046
00212 1079 IoxYZ(I)0 OR4EAJO o 000046
00213 108. 10 CONTINUE OREAOO87 000053
00215 109* DO 20 13INLMAX OREAD0C8 000053
00220 110* IDACC(1)O URLAOaB9 00U053
00221 I.* 20 CONTINUE UREAD090 000057
00223 112* DO 30 I=I1 NFMAX DREAP091 000057
00226 113o SCALE(I)=1.0 DREAJ092 000057
00227 .1140 FORMID(I)0 DREAn 093 000060
00230 115. 30 CONTINUE OREA~O~Y 000070
00232 116 D 0050 l=lINIMAX DREAD095 00L
0 70
002354 117* 00 40 J'1,3 DREA0096 001070
00240h' 118. NODFITIIJ)mO DREA,097 000070
002'41 1 190 LDCOO000(J1)O'0 GREADOY 000070
00242 120 40 CONTINUE DREA0099 000U74
00244 121o DO 50 KIINIMAX DREAO100 000074
00247 -122* LDNODE IKoIl)O DREADI01 000074
00250 1 123o 50 CONTINUE OREADIO2 000104
00253 12o DO 60 III,NTMAX DREA0103 000104
00256 125 MACH(i) a 0*0 000134
nn -7 I , AIP A(I) a ) fl 0 D 104
0ee'0*0. DREAD 00.* 
A)L II
000105
00260 1270 BETA I1) 0'0 001 U6
00261 128* DELIAE(1) = 0.0 00 U7
00262 129. DELTAR(I) 00 RAU 000 10
00263 1300 TTABLE(t)20*0 DREADIO4 000115
00264' 131 60 CONTINUE DREADIO6 000115
00266 132. DO 70 IuI,NMMAX DREAU07 000115
00271 133 DISPL(1)=0.0 DREAO08 0001u15
00272 134* VELOCI( 1)0,0 UREADIOY 000116
00273 135* MODES(1)O . UREADII0 000117
00274 1.360 DAMP IP I )= 00 UREAUll1 000172
00275 137o 70 CONTINUE j REAU l 000124
00277 138. DO 60 1.3,30 OREAU131 000124
00302 139o .BGNTIM(ll=O*0 OR E AU113 000124
00303 140 DELTIMI)=O0 DREADIl 00012
00304 1 41 80 CONTINUE DREADIS 
00132
00306 142* 00 90 1.,#3 DREAD116 
000132
00311 1430 00 90 J l,3 DREAII7 
000132
00314 144. FORXYZ(IJ)sOO 
DREAU118 000132
00315 1945 AFTXYZIIIJ'OO DREAI9 00013240
00316 146* 90 CONTINUE OREA0121 000140
00321 147* JRE 000140
00321 148* C 000140
00321 149 C THE NAMELIST DATA IS READ IN AT THIS POINT. 000140
00321 1500 C 
00322 150 READ (ICARDSIPGFP) CREADI22 000142
00325 152* 100 CONTINUE UREAD12 
000147
00326 153* J=J+I 04EA0124 000151
W 00327 154* IFIJGT.11) GO TO 1 0 DREAD125 0001s5
00331 155* IF(BGNTIM3JI. GTO.O) GO TO I00 DREAD126 00o 155
00333 156* 110 CONTINUE DREADI27 
000163
00334 157. STARTM = BGNTIM(1) 000163
00335 158. ENDTIM 
=  8GNTIMiJ0I)
00336 1590 NDELTA=J-I 
DREAD128 000167
00337 160* NDTIME
= J-2 UREAD129 000172
00340 161 Jl DREAD13U 000177
00341 162s IFI(NOT.FORTAP) GO TO 120 )REA, 31 00017
00343 163* JuTTABLEI3*i REA6U32 000212
00344 164* GO TO 130 LREAU 33 000212
00345 165. 120 CONTINUE jREAU 34 00j014
00346 1660 J=J+1 UREADI36 000216
00347 167* IF(JoGT*NTMAX) GO To 130 UREAD136 000216
00351 168* IFIABSITTABLE(J))GT.TOL) G0 TO 120 DREAD137 000222
00353 169* 130 CONTINUE JREAU3d9 
000231
00354 170s NTpTSuJ-1 OREA0I39 
000231
00355 171* XCGmXREF OREADUI4 
000233
00356 172* YCGuYREF 
OREAI02I 00023
00357 173e ZCG-ZREF DREA0142 
000237
00360 17940 I1 OREAU0 
43 000241
00361 175* .140 CONTINUE UREAd!44 
000244
00362~ 1760 I+1I 
OREAI456 000246
00363 177* IF(IGT*NLMAX) GO To 150 bREA0146 000246
00365 178. IF(IDACCIlINE.01 GO TO 140 OREAU147 000252
00367 ~ 179* 150 CON TINUE uREADI14 
000256
00370 180* NL5=-1 uREAD14O 
000260
00371 181 ..... REWIND INPUT DREAD151 
000263
00372 1820 READ (INPUT) NFILES OREAD151 000263
00375 183* IFILDCONDLT.2.-OR.LOCONDGT.NFILES) GO TO 160 
DREAD1S2 000270
oee.* DREAD 0o060*0 ATE 111374 
PA
00377 1840 GO TO 190 HREAD153 OL306
00400 185* 160 CONTINUE UREA)154 000310
00401 186* PRINT 170 DREAU15b 000310
00403 187. 170 FOR ATIIH, 37XOE****ERROR ENCOUNTEHED IN INPUT DATAe****p/) U(EAD156 006313
00404 188. PRINT 180, LDCONDNFILES OREAJ157 00C313
00410 189. 180 FORMAT(IOXt'LDCONDa=913,2X,NFILES 1 3) DREA.1ti6 00O
3 21
004'11 190 _.... ERROR=.TRUE* OREAU159 000321
00412 1910 RETURN DREAD160 000323
00413 192* 190 CONTINUE UREADI61 00u
3 27
00414 193* LOCNDIELDCOND-1 OREADI62 000327
00945 194* CALL FILE(INPUTLDCNDI OREAOI63 000331
00416 195* READ (INPUTI (TITLE(I) I l1a2) DREAD164 000335
00424 196o PRINT 200, TITLE DREADI65 000346
00427 197s 200 FORMAT lIHi1 5 Xe'MODAL TAPE TITLE IS ****'I12A6' 
;
****' ) DREA,166 00355
00430 198B PRINT 210, CTITLE DREADo1 7 000355
00433 199 . 210 FOR4AT(///,I8X'CASE TITLE 15 U**',L12A6,''e***) DREAD I6 00u364
00434 2000 READ (INPUT) NDFNUMBMOD(IDXYZ(1)s10lINDF),NODESI(NODEID(I2),el= DREAUI69 000364
00434 201* INODES) ((XHATIlJ) Ju1,3)1Il sNODES) ,(DMASS(I) I=1,NDF) GMA55 DREAD170 000364
00465 202e TILT=TILT/57.29578 UREAI71 000436
00466 203* 1I0 OREAU172 00041I
00467 204* IF(,NOTALLMOD) GO TO 230 LREA173 000U42
00471 205e NNM=MODES(1) OREAv~74 000444
00472 206* DMP-OAMPI1) UREAD175 000446
00473 207* IC=O0 UEAU 76 C000450
00474 208 . IFDOAMP(2).GT*0*0) IC=1 DREAUI77 000451
00476 .209* IF(Ni .GT.NMMAX) NNMNNMMAx UREAUl7b 00U057
00500 210* IFINNM.GT.NUMBMD) NNMNNUMBMD DREAOI7Y 00C'72
00502 211 00 220 l2I,NNM OREAu1J0 CO00u0
00505 2120 MODES(I I OREADIdl C00050
00506 213* IF(IC.NE*O) GO TO 220 OREAD162 00 bl5
I 00510 214 DOAMP(I)-DMp DREAU163 00 ,512
O 00511 215. 220 CONTINUE DREADI)4 00f516
00513 216 GO TO 260 UkEAD185 000516
00514 217. 230 CONTINUE OREADI86 00520
00515 218* =I *I ODREAD17 000520
00516 219* IF(I.GT.NMMAx) GO To 240 DREA Io 00L522
00520 220s IF(mOOESII)*NE.0) GO TO 
2 3U0 DEALI69 00Lb26
00522 221 240 CONTINUE OREAD19 00032
00523 222* N -aI-I DREA 1 00 r 32
00524 223o IF(NNM*LE*NUMBMD) GO TO 260 DREAD192 000531
00526 224* 00 250 ICZMIINNM DREAUI93 000540
00531 225* IF(HOOES(ICZ)*GT.NUMBMD) MODES(ICZ)80 UREADI9 000C'45
00533 226* 250 CONTINUE DREAJi15 0 c 554
00535 22.7* NNMmNUMBMD DREAl1L96 OOL,
00536 228* 260 CONTINUE DREADI97 00/5b7
00537 2290 %RITE (6tOUTPT) OREAUI96 000557
00542 230* I.I UREAbI99 000562
00543 0 231* 270 CONTINUE OREAo200 003565
00594 232: IoI+I DREAU2U1 OOub65
005451 233. IF(I.GT.NFMAX) GO TO 280 UREAD202 00u067
00547 \ 234* IF(FORMID(1).NEO*) GO TO 270 LREAe20 0006b73
00551 235* 280 CONTINUE DREA0204 000577
00552 236* NFS=I- DREAO20 000577
00553 (J237* I. DREAG206 00U601
00551 2380 290 CONTINUE UREAO207 000604
00555 239. - 1I1*1 DREAD208 000604
00556 240* IF(I.GT#NIMAX) GO TO 300 OREAO209 000606
004,' DR ,, D DATE 11
3 74 PAGF 7
**oe.O DREAD *oo**o v.
00560 241. IF(LDNODE(1 I).NE.0) GO TO 290 DREAC210 000612
00562 242e 300 CONTINUE 
DREAr212 000617
00563 2430 NLODD=I-I 
REA321l 000617
00564 244. IF(NLOND.EQ*.ANDLDNODE( I)ll*EQ*O) LOADOS.FALSE9 OREAlZ)3 00062
00566 2450 PRINT 310 
OREAL214 000650
00570 2460 310 FORMATIIHISOXCOO0
R D INATE DATA's//t26X,*NODE*,3xiNO.'t
7
XI'X*' DREAL)215 000660
00570 247* Ii5x,'Y',ISx'Z',/) DREAD21 000660
00571 2480 D0 330 K=O1NODES DREA2217 
000660
0057-4 249* PRINT 320, NODEID(K),K,(XMAT(KL)IL=1I 3) OREA 218 00OO6o
00604 250* 320 FORMAT(25XIS,2X1'('l3,
'
')' m S x ,3F 152) DREA219 000677
00605 251* 330 CONTINUE 
D0EA.220 000677
00607 252o PRINT 340 
DREA0221 000677
00611 253. 340 FORMAT(IHI,RSX,'MASS MODEL'-,//,1
8 Xt'MASSES ARE GIVEN IN LB-SEC 2/IDEA 2
2 2 000703
00611 2549 IN AND INERTIAS ARE GIVEN IN LB-IN-SEC 2'//1) LEAD223 
000703
00612 255e PRINT 350, (IDxYZIJaoJvDMASS(J)J=IsNDF) CREA 224 
u00703
00622 256o 350 FORMATI4(3X1 5Z'Rit I3EA)',
3 X CI P E O1 3 ) ) - READ22S 000720
00623 257e REWIND MTAPE 
DREA.226 000720
00624 2580 REVINOD IPHIS 
DREA,227 000723
00625 259. WRITE (IPHIS) NUMBMDeGMASS,(DAMPlK)Kal 
INNM), ( M O DE5( 1 ), 1= I NNM)i 0REA 2
2 b 000726
00625 260o I (TTABLEIL) L=I NTMAX) DREA 22? 
00o 726
00645 261 WoRITE (IPHIS) (SCALE(I)IIul,NFS) OREA 230 000753
00653 262s IF(FORTAP) GO TO 370 ,READ231 000764
00655 263o DO 360 I=1,NTMAX DREA;2
3 2 000771
00660 264e WRITE (IPHIS) (FIIl).F2(1).F3(I)F
R411) ,F5(I).F6 1)l F7 (1)9FB(I ) 
1 0REA02 3 3 00)771
00660 265e 1 F9(I) ,F10(I) FI I( ),F1 2( I 1),FL
3 (  1),Fl ( ).F I )F 6 1),F17(1) , REA 234 00 771
00660 266. 2F 1 8(1I),F19(I),F20(1,),F21I )F2
2 ( 1I)F23(I)F24(l)sF
2 5 ( 1 ) .F Z 6(i) DREA 235 000771
00660 267. 3F27(1) F28(I) ,F29(I) ,F30(I),F
3 1(i),F32(1) F33(1),F34(l),F35(1)s OREAD23o 000771
00660 2680 4F36(I) ,F37(I) ,F38(I) ,F39(i ,F O( 1) F41 (1) F42(1I)sF43(11) F4411), DR A3 237 000771
00660 2690 SF451 (I) F46 I) ,F47( I),F(I)IF),FS( I)) OREAD23b 000771
00744 2700 360 CONTINUE DREAD20 001060
00746 271e 370 CONTINUE UREA1240 001060
00747 272* END FILE IPHIS DREA22 001062
00750 273o REAIND IPHIS 
EA0242 00162
00751 2739 WRITE (MTAPE) (IDxYZ(1),I )l,NDF) (IDACC(K)s
K = *' NL5).(F O RMID(L ) *L - 0REAJ243 001065
00751 275o I I,NF5) 
REA0244 001065
00767 276s WRITE (MTAPE) XREFoyREFZRLF(NODED(I), 1NODES) ((XMAT(IoJ) OREA24S O011I41
00767 277* I J=1,3) .I'NODES
) 
*(0MASS (K ) ,K =I N D F) OREAu246 00114
010)3 278# WRITE (MTAPE) ((LDCOOD(IiJ),I)-13),Ju1NIMAX).
t(LD N O DE(KM) K =I DSREA247 001174
01013 279o 1 NIMAX)IMI.NLDNDIILDINO 
bREAu2 4o 001174
01034 280o WRITE (MTAPE) I(NOODFIT l,J),IlI,NIMAX) Ji




01034 281 I ,J:I 3),((AFTXYZ I sJ) .'
1 1 3) u3)'  DRrEA2 00121 4
01063 282o WRITE (MTAPE) (DAMP(I),I, 11 NNM) (DISPL(I)
l lIu NNM)I (VEL O C (K) K =  REA21 001237
01063 283e 1 NINH),GASS5 
REA;252 001237
01102 2840 WRITE (MTAPE) STPSIZ*BGNPRTENDPRTBGNTIM(I)
I 1sNDELTA) DREAO253 001264
01102 285. I(DELTIM(K)*,K INDTIME) UREAZ25b 001264
01117 286. WRITE I(TAPE) REPORT,LOADS OREA.255 001305
01123 287* WRITE (MTAPE) TILT 
6REA0256 001313
01126 288. END FILE MTAPE 
0REA 2 8 001323
01127 269* REWIND MTAPE 0REA258 
001323
0113 290* REWIND ILINKS 
DREAD259 001326
01131 291 WRITE (ILINKS) NOORB NOSRML,NOSRMR#NOTANK OREAb2bU 001331
01137 2920 WRITE (ILINKS) ((FORXYZ(I,J),),I3),J.13),
i ((AFTXYZ(IJ)l IlI 3 ), UREAD26l 001341
01137 1 293* 1 J=1,3) bREAD262 
0013571
01157 2949 END FILE ILINKS 
UREAC263 001357
01160 2950 REWIND ILINKS DREA0264 
001362
I . I. r- 001365
o . DREAO 
D 
o oS 
ITE 111374 PAF 
0116 9 298* .RRITE (ISTAPEI (FTILE(il)*Iol i2)I(TITLE(J)oJ- slO0) (CTITLE(K)iKsi 
001375
00137,
01169 299 112) 00137520
01202 300o ENGIO=.TRUE* 001422
01203 301 EXTFOR=.TRUE. 001422
01209 302* LNK*,FALSE. 001923
01205 303o NE v4G=O 
00142'
01206 3094 NLINK=0 001425
01207 305. 380 CONTINUE 001927
01210 306* N NLNKNLIN 001 
'127
01211 307. IFINOOFIT(I,NLINK).GT*O) GO TO 380 001431
01213 308* NLINK =NLINK" 
001943
01214 309o NLKFI-LINK*12 001 41
01215 3100 ARITE(ISTAPE) ENGID,EXTFORoNENGNFSNLKFNNMLNKIBGNTIMIl 
) 001443
01215 311* IBGNTIM(NDELTA) 
001 43
01230 31Ze WRITE (ISTAPE) (FORMID I)olI=IoNFS) 
001475
01236 313o IF(N'!M.LE 0) GO TO 375 001 5
01240 314e WRITE (ISTAPE) (MO ES(K)IK
=
I1NNM) 001501
01246 3150 375 CONTINUE 
001515
01297 316o IFINLINK*LEO0) GO TO 385 
001515
01251 317* WRITE (ISTAPE) I(FORXYZ(I,J)ol ,I 3),(AFTXYZIK.J)
K = i
s3)1 JIlNLI N K ) 001520
01266 3180 385 CONTINUE 001543
01267 319. RETURN DREAD265 001604
01270 .320e END DREAD266 001604
to END OF COMPILATION; NO DIAGNOSTICSo
OHDGlO ooooe FCREAD ******
IQ
4.4.2 Subroutine FCREAD






NTMAX 50 Number of time points - max.
NNMAX 150 Number of nodes - max.
NMMAX 50 Number of modes - max.
MAXENG 3 Number of engines - max.
MAXEID 6*MAXENG Number of engine ID's - max.
MAXFEX 6*NNMAX Number of external forces - max.
MAXLNK 6 Number of links - max.
MAXEXY 3*MAXENG Number of engine location dimension - max.
MAXFXY 3*NNMAX Number of force location dimensions - max.
MAXLID 6*MAXLNK Number of link forces - max.
MAXLXY 3*MAXLNK Number of link location dimensions - max.
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INPUT VARIABLES:
FCFILE L If true read flight conditions tape
FOCOFL L If true read force coefficient file
STARTM R Start time for the run
ENDTIM R End time for the run
MACDIF R Accuracy requirement for MACH
ALFDIF R Accuracy requirement for ALPHA
BETADF R Accuracy required for BETA
DELEDF R Accuracy required for DELTAE
DELRDF R Accuracy required for DELTAR
IFCTAP I Unit number of flight conditions tape
IFCFIL I Unit number of force coefficient file
OPFCHK I Printout control
OUTPUT VARIABLES:
Type Size Description
MACH R NTMAX MACH number array
ALPHA R NTMAX Angle of attack (ALPHA) array
BETA R NTMAX Yaw angle (BETA) array
DELTAE R NTMAX Elevon deflection array
DELTAR R NTMAX Rudder deflection array
CNFGCK A 20 Configuration description
QPSI R NTMAX Dynamic pressure array
TIME R NTMAX Flight condition time array
NDMINC I 1 Number of flight conditions stored
TAPE AND OTHER MASS STORAGE INPUT:
Input to this subroutine includes flight condition file data
containing previously described variables. The data is
read from unit IFCTAP which is numerically designated as
unit 19. This unit must contain the tape containing the
desired Batch Flight Conditions File . The format of this
file is described in Appendix A.
ERROR MESSAGES AND WARNINGS:
e "TILE REQUESTED START TIME IS NOT ON THIS FILE. SOME
RECORDS MAY NOT BE PRESENT".
The run time is automatically set to the start time of the
flight conditions file.
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o "THE REQUESTED STOP TIME IS NOT ON THIS TAPE. SOME
RECORDS MAY NOT BE PRESENT".
The stop time is automatically set to the end time on the
flight conditions tape.
PRINTED OUTPUT:
The printed output from FCREAD is controlled by input
variable OPFCHK:
1. If OPFCHK = 0 Only the title of the flight conditions
tape is output
2. If OPFCHK = 1 No additional output
3. If OPFCHK = 2 Namelist INPUT1 and INREPT are printed.
INREPT each time a flight condition is
read.
4. If OPFCHK > 2 Namelist LKMODS is printed for each flight
condition read.
Refer to Section 4.3.1 for namelist description.
FLOW CHART:
A detailed flow chart of subroutine FCREAD is shown in 4.4.2.1.
LISTING:
A listing of subroutine FCREAD is shown in 4.4.2.2.
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READ FLIGHT CONDITIONS TAPE-
ITITLE, ENGID, EXTFOR, NENG, NEXT
NLINK, NMODES, NLK, START, STOP
110





ENGINE I.D.'s FORCE 
I..'S
READ ENINE READ EXTERNAL
READ ENGINE 210 FORCE
COORDINATES COORDINATES
400 T T F
READ LINK I.D. READ MODES
NUMBERS 410
READ LINK WRITE INPUT1
FORCE NENG, NLINK, NMODES, LNK, START,
LOCATIONS STOP, ENGID, IDENG, ENGXYZ, 
EXFOR,
IDEXT, EXTXYZ MODES, IDLINK, XYZLNK
NEXT, NLNK, STARTM, ENDTIM
FIGURE 4-4







READ (IFCTAP) T NEN
FTIME, FMACH, FALPHA, =0
FBETA, DELE, DELR, FQPSI, F
THRUST, XFORCE, ACCEL,
CGLOC READ (IFCTAP)
520 FTIME, FMACH, FALPHA,
540 F NEX FBETA, DELE, DELR, FQPSI,
- THRUST, ACCEL, CGLOC
530 T
F
EXTFO READ (IFCTAP) B 540
FTIME, FMACH, FALPHA,





FTIME, FNACH, FALPHA, FBETA, STRTDF






DELTAE(II) = DELEREAD (IFCTAP) DELTAR(II) = DELR
FTIME, FMACII, FALPHA, FBETA, QPSID(II) = FQPSI










READ (IFCTAP) READ (IFCTAP)
















SUBROUTINE FCREAD FUNCTIONAL FLOW
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e**,.* FCREAD ***** DVATE 111474 PAGE
-0EOR&S P FCREADFCRHEAD -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .
FOR SE1X-11/14/74-17:0 7 :47 124, )
SUBROUTINE FCREAD 'ENTRY POINT 001006
STORAGE USED: CODE(I ) 001017; DATA(O) 011746; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000
COMMON BLOCKS:
0003 AERO 000574
-. 0004- IPTAPE 000005 ------ - ---...-- .. . .
0005 OLOGIC 000005
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 6.OCK, NAME)






0- O014 ---- NERR3 ---- - - --- - -- - - -..-- -. ...
STORAGE ASSIGNMENT IBLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME)




0L COul 00u1 
3 
1266 UowI on Ir, 3 1
3
0L
---- 0001- - 00011 1 4 L ------ Oj --- 000U4 - 7 OO -- 00 0120 5I L ouUl-- OOu1 7 1  2 00L . 000... G u I n 135 20oG
1O 0001 000135 21GG 00031 000212 21nL 0001 000151 22u0 001 00oj1
7





21056 0001 000225 256G 0Oul 000246 2
7
1G Ouul 000246 273 0o001 On0231 
3
uOL
u001 0,10262 Jn3, 0u00 OjOJ 3 4 3316 OUU I  000334 333G OUuI 0uu3 4 1 34060 uO1 010341 342
0001 001346 37U 0001 000353 353 - 00oo 000401 373G 0Oul Ouu401 3'5u Ouol 000253 '9UOL
0001 OnO40Ob 402G. 0001 00413 406G 0001 000266 4I0L Ouul 00U4
5 2 I310 0U00 00045 2 433(
0001.--.. 0004 7 41OG .-.----- 1- 0 000464 444G ---- 0uI - 000507- '62G - -- OUl - Ou 21 417i .. (JOuo - 0r0b26 47JG
0000 011655 5bOOF 03J 0Ol1b75 5001F 000 o  0116bi 501CF 0001 OUU301 15OL C000 OUC0360 51L
0001 000547 511~ 00J1 000554 515 00ul 000421 
2
uL OjuI 64 7 1 t25L u0uj Onu33 53uL
o001 000560 540L 0001 000042 543G 0001 000642 5456 0001 0UUo4/ 552U 0O01 00u654 565G
0001 000661 56
2
b 00co 000100 573G 00u1 000700 575G 0Uul u00717 607u OuOl 10060ob olJL
0001 000724 613G o00u 000731 61
7
G 0001 000705 620L OUul 0uu735 030L OduO w 011150 ACCEL
0003.__ 000670 ALFOIF_ . 0003 R .000062 ALPHA OUU3----- O R 000144 bETA - 0003 OOu7i 6ETouF --- u Ou ll IS (GLOC -
0003 1 000314 CNFGCK 0000 R 01 1444' ELE OUU
3  
000572 UELEDF OL)U R 0114> uEL 0003 i)nb73 aLLKUF
0003 R 000226 OELTAE 00u3 R 00031U OELTAR 0000uO R 011450 ENDIFF 0003 R 000421 EN~D1I 1 Cl07 , I:1 4!,6 L:;4uIN
0000 L 000000 L1GID 000 R 0001 15 EIGXYZ 0000 L 000001 EXTFOR OuO R Oui b1 LATXYZ u1i0 I11 42 F AhA
0 - 000 R 011443 FBETA 0003 000372 FCFILE OOuO R 01 1441 FIAAC
H  
0U03 OuU37 FOCui L Oj O R ,IH 14 6 i Psl
0000 R 011440 FTI1E 0000 I 011451 1 0049 000000 ICARDS O0uO I 000126 ijjEi G 1DO0 I (0 1 () 'L I L T
O0000 1.007170 IDLINK - 000 . 000004 IFCFIL- --0004 I 00~ULn
3  
IFCTAP ..-- Oj4 O ~uOL IFI . - 0 u I 1.0 I t
0000 01 1724 l ps 0004 oo000001 INPUT uOUU 011467 INPUT1 00U0 01i56o I. LpT L oj I ji,, Io 3 ITITLE
0000 I 011457 K 00u0 011633 LKMODS 0000 L 000002 LNK 0000 1 01140) LNKFOR OuL3 H uldII l7 :;ACIF
0003 R 000000 MACH 0000 1 000033 MODES 00u0 1 011431 NENG OOuO 1 01113 j Ex( 0uO 1 0114132 Nr, LIK
0000 1 011437 NLF 0000 I 011433 ijiODES OOuU I 011454 NUMENG OUu3 I OUub66o ;UM,,C U00 0 1 3 NUMLhK
0000 I 011(452 NUMAF 00US 1 001004 OpFCHK 00u5 000003 UPLCD 0U5o Odjuul uPmoA 0Ou5 1i00u(0 OPP<dA
.0005- -. 0000002. OPTOTA .--- 0003 R -0O0422 -PS-I - ---- 0000 R. 011434 START ------OU 03 - 00092U STANTM - 0000 I 'u11135 TuP ..
0000 R 011447 STRTDF 000 R 011455 STRTMH O0o R 007322 ITHRUST OUU3 R OUuBU4 TIME Ou0 i 117344 AFURCE
-nnn R nn724 1y7IN
v
nnnn R 0 1l 161 FT nOln R nl1244 IFT'In 0(0O H 011375 IFTAir
*. FCREAD oet 
nATE II.4 PAGE 2
00101 lI S.,, uT ITI'E FCRLAU LO j0 ) 0
00103 2* PA A4E TER JT,4AA= L, t A 1 ,-150 0 00 u
00104 3. p A iA E TPEA; NAE~ A X= 5 ,A X E G=3 s MAXE I L= 6 *M. A AE , 0 l 00ua)i
00104 M I tA F E X6 ' A X M A x L NK= 6,0A X E X Y=3 M A X E N G A X
F I D o N N I A X  
-
GOuuJU
00104 So 2 14A F XY=3* N: AXt MAXL 1 D=6*IAXLNK ' MAXLXY
3
*oiMAXLNK o 0 JO0
- 00105 .60. -..----- - REAL mACH (iTMAX I, MACDIF -- .--------- -- ------- -- -----OOlUo - ---
00106 7* INTErEH CNFGCK(20), OPFCHK 00300
00107 8* LOGICAL EGS10, EcXTFOR, LN, 00O00
00110 90 DI. E' SI0' I TITLE(2 ),MOOES MMAX ,ENGxYZ (3 MAAENOiG s J'Z L G( AxELI ), Ou GO0
00110 o. 0 . I I)Ex1; AAxFID),EATxYZ 3,MIAxFE ) IULIN KI(MAALIL),AYZLL, K(3M AALAY), 031ii00
00110 I 1 2 TU sT(6,1AAENG), XFORC E 6,NNMAX), ACCEL(61, CG.OC(
3 J, .0ju0
00110 . -12. . .- . 3 ZETA('. AEA), ZETAf)(NMMAX) ZLT.ADDU NMrIAAI OouuO),O ..
0011 0 13 4 L'JKFOR(3sm1AALNK) if0uuOl
00111 14* C.) n4 /AEdO / MACIH, ALpHA, BETA, oELTAE, UELTARI FCFILEI FOCUFLI Ou000
00111 15* I C'.FGCW, 5TARTM, ENDTIH wpSI, TIME, NUMINC, MAC1IF, ALFuIF 000bU00
00111 16 2 BETAJF, DELEDFs UELRDF 00 uO 0
00112 17* CUO''"O:lN/IPTAPE/ICARIDS INPUT' ,IFI?, IFCTA , IFCFIL 0OuJOU
._00113 .. 1 8 .. .... . N/ LOG I C/ PRBA , OPi)A,PTO T A O 
L O D  O P F C H
r
,
- - -- 
0 f uU
00114 19* DIHF'm- NSlI TIIE(N TMAX), QPS i(NTMAA) 0011tuO
00115 20G 01-E0SION1 ALpHA(NTHAX)I BETA(NTMAX), DELTAE(NTMAX)i DELTA
R ( N T M
A X ) OOu.OU
00116 21* NA;,EL15T/I'PUTI / NENG NL I K NMODE LNK ST ART STOP EN II EN 3 vOuu00
00116. 22*1 1 E X Z EA TF3, IDEXTExTXYZ IiODES IDL INK XYZLNK K;EXTsi ;LNK 00o000
00116 23* 2 ,sTA ', E'3TIH UOc u11
00117 - 24 ----q. NAM~ ELIST/I'.rPT/ FTIME-FACH-FALPHAFB-ETA-uELE IELo
F
--





o ... - j 0 .0
00117 25. 1 xFO CE ACCEL CGLOC ojLU
00123 . 26* NiAMFL I T/L&'0DS/ ZETADDI ZTAD,ZETA,LNKFOK , 00 C u 30
Wl 00121 27. R I D IFCTAP 
U O u 00
00122 28* STRT)F = -. 1 O Luu02
00123 29. E'oIFF = . L)I u0 Jui
O 00124 .. 30* ----- - A I - CTAPI I TITLE(1),I - 1,2 4 )- -- -- Oi0u0co
00132 31. READ (IFCTAP) ENGIDE XTFOR NE JGNGNExTNLINsNMODESOLNK.START STOP 0u l 16
00145 32* .1I1TE (6.5310) (ITITLE(I1) I1=1,2 ) 
f
0015 3  33* 5010 FJ .r T (lHl i IOXIlA6/8X, I1A
6 ) U2,S I
00154 34* huiF = ;NEAT / 6 uruu I
00155 35* .,J'aL')K = NLINK / 6 .JL) 54
0015-6 .. 36* N:jME G NENG /.6 ..- -. .U-;--b6
00157 37* NL;K = NLINK / 6 U ,061
00157 38. C STRT- IS THE START TIME OF THE CONDITIONS ON THE FILE bEING INPUT 
u DuJ6l
00157 39. C E.LUT4 IS T,4E END TIME OF THE CONDITION S BEING INPUT Onu 6 1
00160 40o STRT'1 = START Uuu62
00161 41* E'id)T1 STJP 000a 4
.00162 . 2 .... IF (STT(I * GT STARTM ---. GO TO 120 ------------------- -.-- --------------- 
O:
00164 '3* GO TO 130 00,72
00165 44 120 WRITE 16r55000) 0) u7'
00167 45* STRTM = STARTM UOiUt100
00170 46* 5000 FORMAT (//5X,'THE REOUESTEU START TIME IS NOT ON THIS FILE.'/ 00:i'03
0017 7* I X,'SOME RECORDS MAY NOT BE PRESENT.'I 00,'103
00171 43* 130 IF (EN T *LT ENOTIM) GU T. 1U ...................
0017 496 GO TO 150 
OOu107
0017 50 190 WRITE (6,5001) Ugul 1
00176 Sle E DTM = ENDTIM 
UOUII5
00177 52* 5U01 FORMAT (//SX,'THE REQUESTEU STOP TIME IS NOT ON ThlS FILE-'/ 
000120
00177 53* I 4qX,5OME RECORDs MAY NOT BE pRESENT-') uOul20
00200 59 ISO IF (NENG *E,.. 1 GO TO .110.. o00 121
00202 55S IF (ENGID) GO TO 100 IL 2r, n,, I
*..,e FCREAD 64#660 
nATE 111474 PAGE 3
00215---. 57 0--------- GO T 110 - 0014,O
00216 583 100 READ (IFCTAP) (IDEN~G( I 1=1INENGI j001 2
00224 59* 110 C NrTINUF nu I ;5
00225 60* IF (NEAT *EQ. O) GO TO 210 050155
00227 - 61 - IF (EXTFOR) GO TO 200 . . 1) 00 56
00231 62* READ (IFCTAP) ((EXTXYZ(KIIlK.Is,3)1 ,NUMXF) 000163
-- 00242---- 63 ------- T O 210 ------ -- .... -- 001 
75
00293 649 200 READ (IFCTAP) (IDExT(1)=IllINEXT) 000177
00251 65. 210 CONTINUE 00L212
00252 66a IF (NMODES *LE- 0) Go TO 300 003212
03259 67s READ (IFCTAPI (MODESIIII 1sI NMODES) -0u 15
00262 6d3 300 CONTINUE 03r231
0- 0263 ...69 ---- IF (NLINK--,E.--O)-- GO--TO 410..-. - ----------------- -uOnz31
00265 70. IF (LNK) Go TO 400 00u232
00267 71* READ (IFCTAPI ((XYZLNK(Kiel ,KI1 3) tI 1 NUMLNK) -O 37
00300 72* GO TO 910 i00u251
00301 73 9400 READ (IFCTAP) (IDLINK(Il, =1,NLINK) 00uL
2 53
00307 74. 41,O CONTINUE 0F266
-- 00310..----75* - -- IF (OPFCHK *GT.-- I- .WRITE-(6,.NPUTi) ---.------ --- ----- -- -- 026
00314 76* 11 = 1 100Z76
00315 -. 77* - .500 CorTINUE -- o003.J1
00316 78s 505 IF (NENG *EO. 0 *OR. [.EXT .EQ- 01 GO TO 510 0ci3l01
00320 79. READ (IFCTAP) FTIMEFMAC.,FALPHAFBETAODELE9 OELRt FQP51I, o0o0l
00320 80* I ((THRUST(K,1), K=1,6), I=1,NUMENG) , O;J I
00320----- 81 ---- -- ---. 2 (( FORCE(K, I K ,6) I -= I ,NUMAF),- I.. .. 3 0
00320 82* 3 (ACCELI l I=1.6). (CGLOC(1 , 1=1.3) cl uji0
00357 83. GO TO 590 00u
3 A
00360 814 510 IF INE;JG *EQ. U) GO TO 520 0OUi60
00362 85* READ (IFCTAP) FTI.MEFMACHFALpHAFBETAiDELE,- DELRv FQPSI, U303bl
00362 86* I ((THRUST(K,I), K1 ,6), I=1 NUtMENG)t 00G,-361
. 00362 87* ( ACCtL I ) -l=1 o6) ( ICGLOC( 1 , - i . i .---- ------- ---------- --- ..... .. ..3.
00412 88. GO TO 'a4 
U00'416
00413 89* 520 IF (NEAT *EQO U) GO TO 530 OOL120
00915 90* IF (EXTFOR) GO TO 525 Uou'21
00417 91. READ (IFCTAP) FTIIEFMACHFALPHAFBETA.OELE- -. UELR- FwPSS1, Ou130
00917 92. C 0 THRUST(CI), 0001430
00417. 93* .. I ((XFURCE(K,I ) K7_ -1 .IJUMAF).----.. ---------.- ---- u--30---~- .-.----. .u:3
00417 99 2 IACCELI), I1=16)1 (CGLOC(), 1=1t3) OOL4JO
00450 95* Go TO 540 U000
1 6 7
00451 96* 525 READ (IFCTAP) FTIMEFiMACHFALpHAFBETADELE. OELR* FWPSI, 00u-71
00451 97* I IXFOHRC (l .1) I,tiEAT), 00,1 71
00451 98. C * THRUST(Ip 1), 0017'7 1
_ 0451, 99 .. . - (ACCEL I), I=1, 6),-- (CGLOC( I),-11 3I  --.----- 1------------- -- ----.- U0ut71 
00477 100* Go TO 540 000531
00500 101. 530 READ (IFCTAP) . FTI MEsFMACoFALpHAFBETA.DELE - DELRS FwPSI1 000 33
00500 102* I (ACCELI1II I=1 6), (CGLCII). I1a 3) 033
00521 103* 540 COrITINUE 00u o
00522 109 IF ((FTIME - STARTM) *LE. bTRTDFl GO TO 505 0L, icb
-0052 1050- . TIME( 1) FT I E - -- --------------. .-------.---- -- u .a
00525k 106 MACH(I I) FMIACH O3OUJ70
0052 107 . ALPIIA(Ill a FALPHA .OOuL72
0052 10\, BETA( I) = FETA ooua4
00530 109* OLLTAE(II I DELE U0Ou76
00531 110* DELTAR(I I I = DLR uO0COD
_ 00532 11... 1 .- - - QPSl(II) = FQPSI ... Ot-2
00533 112* IF (OPFCHK *GT. I) .wRITE (6,INREPT) GO U604




.... O l ....1 i I T--- R AD- FC AP} .....----- (IL4KF.O H i K , ti 331'K 3- t-- I ° NL N k )  t)Ouh l"
005 1 1150 1 ZrTA (K)i K=INMUDES) (ZLT.AD(K), K=lINMUDES) L. ETADD(K), 000o3I
S005L - _ .116 2 -. K=I ,NMODESI ) .---- ... - .-- . 000 64
00566 117* GU TO 630 - -- --- ---- 00066 .. .
S00567 ---. 1 18- ..--- 610 --- IF (NLIN--EQ0-- GO TO 620-------------- .
7




.0060 .- 2 0 ---------- O- 0 - T - 6 3 - oou7o
00603 121*. 620 IF (NMODES *Er. 0) GOTO 630 . 00u
7 06
00605 ---1220 -1.- ----EAD -I.FCTAP)- 000706
00605 123* I (ZETA(K)I K=1,NMODES)(ZETADIK) K' NMODES) (ZETADK000706
00605---12 .2- K=,NMOI)ES -. 0... 735
00623 125 6 CON T1NUE -000735
006 IF2 4.__ C HK 2 6. -'1  - pF-C  KT --2-) -- WRITE-- L u 3KMODS)" U0/35
00624 1270 C REMOVE THIS AND THE NEXT CARD AFTR CHECKOUT'* -0075
.. 00630 .....- 128 . ._ .IF I I *EQ. 0 ..... RETURN --.------..---- ------- 000754
00632 129e . It II * 7
00633 130 IF ( (FTIME- ENDTIM) - *L :e*_E N D IF F .. _:-GO -TO_$ . .. .-- ..------ 05 -6 0 5
00635 1310 NUMINC . 00- - 1
__00636._ 13.2 __._RETURN _------------_ 001016
00637 1330 END
......... ND OF- COMPIL
A T O N
-------- NO--IAGNOST ICS
S.HD* -. -- E * --.--. 
.- 
-
S .................................... ...-.--.----.-- - - .
-- -.-----.............-........... 
.....-
-- -- -- 
-- - -- 






. . . ....... .... .--... ... .... .  . . ...
---- I---.--- -*----- --------- --- '-
4.4.3 Subroutine File





FNAME I 1 Filename
NSKIP I 1 Number of files to skip
ISTAT I 1 Status variable for FSBSFL
ERROR MESSAGES:
*"IMPROPER STATUS VALUE FROM FSBSFL IS XXX.
FILE NUMBER XXX CALLED BY XXXXXX."
For correction check the number of files on the referenced
file to make sure there are as many as expected.
LISTING:
A listing of subroutine file is shown in Section 4.4.3.1
LIBRARY ROUTINES REQUIRED:
The FSBSFL routine is required by subroutine FILE to perform
the file skip function. Appendix F has a description of this
routine and its use.
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.. * DATE 012375
FILE V .
Fr0c.R,S P.FILE.T L E
FOP SE2C-01/23/75-00:
3 0: 5 3 (,)
SIIPROIT I E FI LE ENTRY POINT -nn'031
STORAgE USED: cOOE(1) Oon 4: DATACO) 0000271 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000
COMMON RLOCC S: 
-
0003 RNAMF oro -
EXTERIAL REFERENCES (PLOCV, NAME)
nOOq F5R S r FL
P005 1v o u 1
r'f0A 11024
0007 NE R3s
S TORAGE ASSIGNMENT -- (CBLCK- TYPE'0 RELAT I VE LOCATION NAME)
001 -nonolZ Inu o--.00 0 001 00 . 003-3R- OOO- ING 
OO0- 0000Z3 -INPS --- D000-TO0001
011 01 . - -- SUBROUTINE--F ILE tFNAME -NSIP) 000000
00103 20 COMMOHt/9NAME/CALING 
000000
-fli --- 0 .. INTEGER -FNAME 000000
no0"l me CALL FSRSFL (FNAME, NSKIP, ISTATI
--0 --- IF (ISTAT -. NE O) GO O 10 00000
l0110o 6 RETURN 0
--- nn I I I - 70---- t 0---- WR I TT - ( A 9 1 Ono STA T f- FNAMF--CAL-__MG-- - 1 13 000012-
n116 ( A loo00 FOPHAT (///s lOXt ,IMPROPER STATUS VALUE FROM FSBSFL 15 ', 13 000021
-9 - ,X, * FILE NUMBER = ', 139 4X, *CALLED"BY--'t 
A&) .000021
n001? I 0 .. 000037
APPENDIX C
A Sample Document Written to Follow
the Suggested Format
COMPUTER PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
TRAIL is an ISAS program intended for use as a batch run pro-
gram. Its purpose is to transform body loads from the mini-
mum node body load model to the finite element model which
has an expanded number of nodes.
This program calculates forces and moments for the finite
element model. The types of forces and moments which are
considered by this program include modal inertia, rigid
body inertia, and applied external forces and moments.
Loads Model input data comes from several files. Rigid
body inertia data can be obtained from the User Modal File
or User Weights File. Modal data is input by the User Modal
File. Applied Forces and Moments are copied from the
Compressed Aerodynamic Forces and Conditions File. Inertial
and Modal accelerations are copied from the Flight Conditions
File. Transformation equations are set up for input by the
analyst. For checkout of this program, transformation matrices
were input by cards. The intent for future ISAS work is
to have often-used transformation matrices stored in the
Transform Equations File.
Program output is in the form of a NASTRAN compatible file
of forces and moments. The output is formatted as NASTRAN
Force and Moment cards and stored in the NASTRAN Input
Loads File. NASTRAN bulk-data, FORCE and MOMENT cards can
also be output.
Requirements for this program and its documentation were
obtained from References 1, 2, and 3.
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2.0 PROGRAM FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The computations performed by this program include the deter-
mination of modal acceleration forces and the rigid body
inertia forces for each node-degree-of-freedom. When these
forces are calculated for the loads model and after external
loads are read into the program the forces are transformed
to the finite element model. The flow and mechanics of the
calculations performed by this program are shown in subsections
of part 2.0 of this document.
2.1 General Description
The basic flow of the program is under the control of routine
MAIN and is illustrated by the flow chart in Figure 2-1.
2.1.1 Rigid Body Inertia Forces
The matrix of rigid-body forces and moments {FRB} acting on
the loads model is calculated by postmultiplying the inertia
matrix, GTM, by the six accelerations about the total vehicle
center-of-gravity. GTM is an NDF X 6 matrix which is obtained
by premultiplying [G], the location vector matrix by the [MASS]
matrix.
[GTM] = [MASS] [G]
[FRB] = [GTM] [-ACCEL]
2.1.2 Modal Inertia Forces
The modal matrix, PHI from the'User Modal File (UMF) is
postmultiplied by the matrix of modal accelerations [Q] to
obtain the matrix of nodal accelerations, {NODACC}. {NODACC}
Postmultiplies the MASS matrix from the User Modal File,
















MAIN-- CALCULATE AND READ INERTIAS






BASIC FLOW OF THE TRAIL PROGRAM
Figure 2-1
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{NODACC} = [PHI] [Q]
'{FMOD} = [-MASS] {NODACC} .
2.1.3 Transformation to the Finite Element Model
The matrix multiplications used to transform body loads forces
to the finite element model are illustrated in Figure 2-2.
The FFE matrices represent the finite element loads.
rigid
body NDFFE FFE1 LTRB] FRB NDF
inertia
Applied NDFFE FFE2 = TAP] FAP NDF
I _
t t




The "T" matrices are transform matrices set up by the user.
FRB, FAP, and FMOD are the forces and moments acting on the
loads model, NDF is the number of degrees-of-freedom of the
loads model and NDFFE is the number of degrees-of-freedom of
the finite element model.
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2.2 Procedure
The FRB, FMOD, and FAP matrices are set up in subroutines
RBITRN, MILTRN, and AFTRAN respectively. The documentation
of these routines describe the processes used to set-up the
matrices. All three routines use subroutine TRANS to do the
actual transform. NASTRAN bulk data cards are punched for
each computed finite element force or moment. The NASTRAN
card data is also used to create card images which are
buffered into 20-card blocks and written on the NASTRAN INPUT
Loads File using NTRAN.
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3.0 USAGE
The TRAIL Program was written in Fortran V and was developed
on a Univac 1110 computer with an EXEC 8 system to be utilized
within the ISAS. There are five ISAS files which are used by
TRAIL as input data. The output can be either in the form of
punched force and moment cards in NASTRAN format or card
images on a NASTRAN Input Loads File.
Program control is setup by information read into several
namelist groups. There is some namelist information which
has been incorporated into the program for checkout purposes
and will provide an optional means of data input for batch
run operation. The namelist can be initialized by reading
cards or, when ISAS is operable, from terminal input. The
transformation matrices are presently read into TRAIL as
namelist data because there was no ISAS file available at
the time of the development of the TRAIL Program. This was
also the case with the User Weights File and the Compressed
Aerodynamic Forces and Conditions File.
3.1 Program Organization
A general flow chart of the program is presented in Figure 2-1.
3.1.1 Operating Characteristics
Some of the problem size limitations are described below.
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Maximum size - degrees-of-freedom = 410
(Finite Elementmod(Finite Element number of modes = 100model)
number of nodes = 120
The above dimensions result in a total D and I
bank usage of 57 K
number of cases one
A checkout of a problem with a 27 degree-of-freedom finite
element model used less than one minute of computer time and
thirty pages of print were output. Since no higher degree-of-
freedom checkout problems were run. An accurate estimate of
time and pages cannot be made. The program user should observe
his program run time as he is getting familiar with the pro-
gram to obtain accurate estimates for future computer run
submission.
3.2 Input Description
Input for this program is composed of a control deck, a data
deck, and a series of input files. The description of the
control deck is shown in Figure 3-1 and details of input file
data and namelist follow.
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@ASG,T TRAIL,8CX2007 Program tape
l@ASG,T 108C NASTRAN Input Loads File
@ S G,T_,F2 Temporarv storage MASOFF
@,ASGT 8 F2, TemporarV storage MTAPE
ASG,T 7,8C User Modal File
@ASG,T 3,8C, Compressed Aero Forces and Conditions Data Fil
.A. 4...4_8C.Flght. Conditions File Tape
@RUN
FIGURE 3-1 DECK SETUP
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3.2.2 Data Deck Setup
$TPDAT = Namelist Input
CMASS = Scale factor to convert mass to weight, default
is 1.0
CINERT = Scale factor to convert mass portion of the moment-
of-inertia to weight, default is 1.0
SID = Load set i.d. for creating NASTRAN card images
XCG,YCG,ZCG=cg. of the entire body
UMF = .TRUE., read mass data from User Modal File
.FALSE., read mass data from User Weights File
OFFDIG = .TRUE., off diagonal elements in the mass matrix
FFREAD = .TRUE., read flight conditions tape
.FALSE., flight conditions file not used
TIME = Time of desired flight condition
CARDS = If .FALSE. punching of FORCE and MOMENT cards
suppressed-default is .TRUE.
NUMF = Position of.modal data on User Modal File
MODINR
RIGID = Modal inertia, rigid body inertia, and applied loads
APPLYD
computation flags, respectively 
- if .FALSE. the
corresponding load calculations are suppressed.
TRNOUT
MASOUT = Transform array, mass array, and modal data output
MODLOT echo flags respectively 
- if .FALSE. the output of
corresponding array is suppressed. Default is .TRUE.
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3.2.2 Data Deck Setup (continued)
ACCEL = 6 accelerations read in if flight conditions
2 2
file not used. Units = in/sec , rad./sec
$END
NNODES 13 Format - Number of Nodes
CONMl cards
@EOF These cards are used onlyif the User Weights File
GRID cards is used. (UMF=.FALSE.)
@EOF
$ASSGN - namelist input
DATNAM = 6HTRBbbb, identifies following data as rigid
body transform arrays
NDFFE No. of d.o.f. of finite element model
ASSGN1 (I,J), J=1,3), I = 1, NDFFE Provides information
about finite element data being computed
See subroutine documentation of TRANS
$END Namelist Input
$ARR
repeated IROW row number of transform array
for eachfor each TRB values corresponding to IROWrow of
TRB $END
@EOF
$ASSGN - Namelist Input
DATNAM = 6HTMODbb, identifies following arrays as
modal transform data
optional if identical to value
used for rigid body transofrm
ASSGN2 (I,J), J=1,3), I=1,'NDFFE Provides information about
finite element data being created - see sub-
routine documentation of TRANS
$END - Namelist Input
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3.2.2 Data Deck Setup (continued)
S$ARR
repeated IROW row number of transform arrayfor each




DATNAM = 6HTAPbbb, identifies following arrays as
applied force transform data
NDFFE optional if identical to value used
for preceding portion
ASSGN3(I,J), J=1,3), I=l, NDFFE - Provides information about
finite element data being created - See
subroutine documentation of TRANS
$END Namelist input
$ARR
repeated IROW row number of TAP array




An example of input deck data can be seen in the sample problem
input deck. See Section 3.4.2.3.
3.2.3 Description of Input Files
The description of each ISAS input file follows. The formats
indicated were obtained from the ISAS Functional Specifications
Document, Reference 2.
3.2.3.1 User Modal File (Description of one individual file).
Created by: NASTOF
Output Method: Binary
Record 1 - 12 word title











Note: The last two items may not exist on all tapes.
3.2.3.2 User Weights File
This file does not exist at the present time, however this
program uses the NASTRAN bulk data cards CONMl and GRID to
simulate the User Weights File. The format of these cards
is shown in Section 3.2.3.2.1 and 3.2.3.2.2 respectively.
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3.2.3.2.1 Bulk Data Deck - CONM1
Input Data Card CONMI Concentrated Mass Element Connection
Description: Defines 6X6 symmetric mass matrix at a geometric
grid point of the structural model.
Format and Example:
1 2 3' 4 5 6 7 8 9 10ONM1 EID G CID M M21 M22 M31 M32 abcCONM1 2 22 2 2.9 6.3 +1
+bc M33 M41 M42 M43 M44 M51 M52 M53 def
+1 4.8 28.6 +2
+ef M54 M55 M61 M62 M63 M64 M65 M66
+2 28.6 28.6
Field Contents
EID Unique element identification number (Integer > 0)
G Grid point identification number (Integer > 0)
CID Coordinate system identification number for the
mass matrix (Integer > 0)
Mij Mass matrix values (Real)
Remarks: 1. Element identification numbers must be unique
with respect to all other element identification
numbers.
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3.2.3.2.2 Bulk Data Deck-GRID
Input Data Card GRID Grid Point
Description: Defines the location of a geometric grid point
of the structural model, the directions of its displacement,
and its permanent single-point constraints.
Format and Example:
I V 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10RID ID CP xi X2 X3 CD PS
RID 2 '3 1.0 2.0 3.0 316
Field Contents
ID Grid point identification number (Integer > 0)
CP Identification number of coordinate system in
which the location of the grid point is defined
(Integer > 0 or blank*).
X1,X2,X3 Location of the grid point in coordinate system
CP (Real)
CD Identification number of coordinate system in
which displacements, degrees of freedom, constraints,
and solution vectors are defined at the grid point
(Integer > 0 or blank*)
PS Permanent single-point constraints associated with
grid point (any of the digits 1-6 with no imbedded
blanks) (Integer > 0 or blank*)
Remarks: 1. All grid point identification numbers must be
unique with respect to all other structural,
scalar, and fluid points in each NASTRAN run.
2. The meaning of Xl, X2 and X3 depend on the type
of coordinate system, CP, as follows: (see CORD
card descriptions)
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Type X1 X2 X3
Rectangular X Y Z
Cylindrical R 0 (degrees) Z
Spherical R 0 (degrees) D (degrees)
3. The collection of all CD coordinate systems
defined on all GRID cards is called the Global
Coordinate System. All degrees-of-freedom,
constraints, and solution vectors are expressed
in the Global Coordinate System.
See the GRDSET card in Reference 4 for default options
for fields 3, 7 and 8.
Additional details on the use of these card formats can be
found in Reference 4, The Nastran Users Manual.
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Logical variable (ENGID) to identify engines
1
word True - use engine ID numbers
False - use X,Y,Z coordinates
Logical variable (EXTFOR) to identify external
forces
1
word True - use ID numbers
False - use X,Y,Z coordinates
Logical variable (LNK) to identify link forces1
word True - use ID numbers
False - use X,Y,Z coordinates
1 Number of engines = NENG
word (max. = 30)56
words
1 Number of external forces = NEXTHeader word (max. = 200)
Information
Block
(cont.) 1 Number of link forces = NLINK
word (max. = 50)
1 Number of modes = NMODES
word (max. = 100)
1
word Start time for data contained on this file
1
v word Stop time for data contained on this file
word Number of times contained on this file = NOTIME
1 Number of points = NOGP
word (max. = 200)
1
word Beginning word location of data blocks
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Description




Block 1 = - link forces of Flight Conditions File are
(conc.) 1 used(onc.word = 1 - link forces are to be computed
18 Spare
words
NENG Logical variable (ENGID) to identify enginesEngine
Identification or True - use engine ID numbers
Block (NENG/6)3 'False - use X,Y,Z coordinates




Block (NEXT/6)3 False - use X,Y,Z coordinates
Mode
Identification NMODES Identification numbers for each of the modes
Block
Link NLINK Logical variable (LNK) to identify link forces
Identification or True - use ID numbers
Block (NLINK/6)3 False - use X,Y,Z coordinates
Point NOGP Point identification numbers
ID Block
Point









word Angle of attack






3 X,Y,Z coordinates of center of gravitywords
3 X,Y,Z directions translational rigid body
words acceleration
3 X,Y,Z directions rotational rigid body
words acceleration
16 + NENG +







first time Thrust for engine number NENG
(cont.)
Force for external force number 1
NEXT
Force for external force number NEXT
Modal acceleration for first mode
NMODES
Modal acceleration for last mode
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Description
Modal velocity for first mode
NMODES
Modal velocity for last mode











Force for last link
3 X,Y,Z Force coefficient components for first
words load station
3 X,Y,Z Moment coefficient components for first
words load station
3 X,Y,Z Force coefficient components for last
words load station











Time for first data block on this file
Time Block NOTIME
Time for last data block on this file
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3.2.3.4 BATCH Flight Conditions File Format
Record 1 - 24 word title with the first two words identify-
ing the program that generated the data.
Record 2 - ENGID - Logical
TRUE + Engine I.D. numbers used
FALSE Engine XYZ locations used
EXTFOR - Logical
TRUE + External Force I.D. numbers
FALSE + External Force XYZ locations used
NENG Number of engine thrust components,
= 6 per external force if ENGID false
NEXT - Number of external forces and moments
= 6 per external force point if EXTFOR
false
NLINK - Number of link forces and moments,
= 6 per link if LNK false
NMODES - Number of modes
LNK - Logical
TRUE + Link I.D. numbers used
FALSE 
- Link XYZ locations used
START - Start time of simulation
STOP - Stop time of simulation
Record 3 - (If NENG = 0, No Record 3.)
If ENGID true, IDENG(I), I=l, NENG
If ENGID false, (ENGXYZ (K,I),K=1,3),I=1,NENG/6
Record 4 - (If NEXT = 0, No Record 4.)
If EXTFOR true, IDEXT(I),I=1,NEXT 
-
If EXTFOR false (EXTXYZ(K,I),K=1,3),I=1,NEXT/6
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Record 5 - If NMODES >0 MODES(I),I=1,NMODES
If NMODES 4) no Record 5.
Record 6 - (If NLINK = 0, no Record 6.)
If LNK true, IDLINK(I),I=1,NLINK
If LNK false, (XYZLNK(K,I),K=1,3),I=1,NLINK/6
Record 7A - TIME, Mach number, angle of attack, yaw angle,
elevon deflection, rudder deflection, dynamic
pressure, engine thrusts*, non-aerodynamic
external forces*, C. G. Rigid-body accelerations
(linear and angular), c.g. locations
Record 7B - has 4 alternatives
i) NLINK=O and NMODES=0 - no Record 7B.
ii) NLINK=0 and NMODES>0 - modal accelerations,
velocities and displacement
iii) NLINK 0 and NMODES=0 - Link Forces
iv) NLINK 0 and NMODES>0 - Link Forces and
modal accelerations, velocities and dis-
placements
Record 7 is repeated for each time step between START and
STOP
*Optional data- If number of engines is zero (NENG=0) or
number of external forces is zero (NEXT=0) their respective
thrust and forces will not appear in the list.
3.2.3.5 Transformation Matrix File
Details to be supplied at a later date.
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3.3 Output Description
This program as developed has the option of producing punched
card output or a data file containing card images. The
format of each type output is intended to be used as input
to NASTRAN. The format of both modes of output is therefore
NASTRAN-compatible,
3.3.1 Output Echo of Input
The following input items are echoed as printout:
1. Loads Model Force Matrices
2. Transform matrix row by row(Suppressed if TRNOUT = .FALSE.)
3. Rigid body and modal acceleration
4. Number of degrees of freedom
5. Number of modes (Loads Model)




10. Mass matrices (Suppressed if MASOUT = .FALSE.)
11. Modal data (Suppressed if MODLOT = .FALSE.)
Section 3.4.3 illustrates the echoed input data.
3.3.2 Data Output
A printout of the NASTRAN FORCE or MOMENT card corresponding
to each non-zero row of the transform matrix is printed out.
In the listing it follows the output echo of the non-zero
row. Section 3.4.3 illustrates the data output.
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3.3.2.1 NASTRAN Format Punched Cards
A NASTRAN FORCE or MOMENT card is also punched by default.
The operation can be suppressed by inputting a value of
.FALSE. for logical variable, CARDS, in NAMELIST, TPDATo
The descriptions of the NASTRAN Format bulk data cards
follows.
3.3.2.1.1 Bulk Data Deck
Input Data Card FORCE Static Load
Description: Defines a static load at a grid point by
specifying a vector.
Format and Example:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
FORCE SID G CID F Ni N2 N3
FORCE 2 5 6 2.9 0.0 1.0 0.0
Field Contents
SID Load set identification number (Integer >0
G -Grid point identification number (Integer >0)
CID Coordinate system identification number
(Integer > 0)
F Scale factor (Real)
N1,N2,N3 Components of Vector measured in coordinate
system defined by CID (Real; N1 2 + N2 2 + N3 2
> 0.0)
Remarks: 1. The static load applied to grid point G is
given by
where N is the vector defined in fields 6,7 and
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Field Contents
SID Load set identification number (Integer >0)
G Grid point identification number (Integer >0)
CID Coordinate system identification number
(Integer > 0)
F Scale'factor (Real)
NI,N2,N3 Components of Vector measured in coordinate
system defined by CID (Real; N12 + N22 + N32
> 0.0)
Remarks: 1. The static load applied to grid point G is
given by
where f is the vector defined in fields 6,7 and 8.
2. Load sets must be selected in the Case Control
Deck (LOAD=SID) to be used by NASTRAN.
3. A CID of zero references the basic coordinate
system.
3.3.2.1.2 Bulk Data Deck - MOMENT
Input Data Card MOMENT Static Moment
Description: Defines a static moment at a grid point by
specifying a vector.
Format and Example:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
MOMENT SID G CID M N1 N2 N3




SID Load set identification number (Integer > 0)
G Grid point identification number (Integer > 0)
CID Coordinate system identification number
(Integer > 0)
M Scale factor (Real)
NI,N2,N3 Components of Vector measured in coordinate
system defined by CID (Real; N1 2 + N2 2 +
N3 2 > 0.0)
Remarks: 1. The static moment applied to grid point G
is given by
m = M-(CN,N2,N3)
2. Load sets must be selected in the Case Control
Deck (LOAD=SID) to be used by NASTRAN.
3. A CID of zero references the basic coordinate
system.
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20 A 120 characters of file identifica-
words tion information
1




Detail format of a NASTRAN card image:
Fieldata characters for the 14 words on a NASTRAN card are


















When reading the mass matrices from the USER WEIGHTS FILE in
routine RBITRN, if data cards are out of sequence the following
message is printed:
DATA CARD OUT OF SEQUENCE NEAR ELEMENT ID NO.
The type of data being transformed is passed as a Hollerith
variable to the argument list of subroutine TRANS by the
subroutine which sets up the transformation. This variable
is compared to the title of the transform matrix deck and if
they are not equal the following diagnostic is printed and
execution is terminated.
DATA DECK OUT OF SEQUENCE
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3.4 Sample Problem
A simple test problem was used to checkout the programs
integrity. A small loads model consisting of three con-
centrated masses on a simple beam was used as the input
case. The program was expected to transform the loads supplied,
which were referenced to this three node model, to a finite
element model with nine node points and twenty-seven degrees-
of-freedom.
3.4.1 Sample Problem Description
The loads model and the expanded finite element model are
illustrated in Figure 3-2. The model is a rough representation









LOADS MODEL AND FINITE ELEMENT MODEL USED
FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM
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To obtain a set of Flight Conditions which the structure
could be subjected to, the six components of rigid-body
acceleration and the modal accelerations were copied from
a Flight Conditions File which was produced by a Space
Shuttle Flight Simulation Program,
The program transforms all three types of loads in one run
but three sample problems were run to checkout the numerous
options the program has for input. For the first sample
problem mass property data was obtained from a simulated
User Weights File. Inertial loads were transformed by this
check case. Both mass and modal properties were obtained
from a User Modal File for the second run. Only rigid body
and modal inertia loads were transformed in this sample.
The last check case was run using a DATA statement in sub-
routine AFTRAN to provide externally applied force infor-
mation.so a transform of external forces could be checked.
This procedure was followed because there was no Compressed
Aerodynamic Forces and Conditions File available. The
ISAS File, Compressed Aerodynamic Forces and Conditions,
which will be the source of input applied loads is not
presently available. The following FAP array was placed in











3.4.2 Sample Problem Input
The sample problem input includes a sample 588 for run
number 2 as well as a sample deck setup for the same run.
A sample run listing is shown in section 3.4.2.3 for
problem #2.
The sample listing does not include the transformation data
for transforming modal loads (TMOD). However, this data
is similar to the $ASSGN and $ARR NAMELIST input for the
rigid body transform.
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3.4.2.1 Sample Run Request
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CENTRAL COMPUTER COMPLEX COMPUTER RUNS
(DO NOT FILL IN SHADED AREAS)
PROGRAMMER ' COMMENTS:
Punched Card Output EXEC 8
expected 1110
FSAG2
PROGRAMMER BADGE NO Box NO PHONE NO. DATE P QRITV
& INITIALS
STRATMAN L78162 AG2 X340 5/15
DIVISION COlt. 1UC. NO. PRI J. NO. I' I'If AII I. C . IE. OUTPUT SEG. N o.
OPERATING SYSTEM TYPE OF RUN o. NO. NO.
S FASTR DRUM
110BEXEC I 2 00SCDPE PROD TEST TAPES FILES FILES
1i08EXECVIII 3200SMAITS OTIlER EXPLAIN BELOWI
I08ICOBODDL 3200OTHER 4 2
INPUT TAPES WORKING OUTPUT TAPES PERMANENT
UNIT EELNO. .Ui" tEELNO. SAVE
UNIT ELANO. E TAPES UNIT PEEL NO. ILE 
 FASTRANDFILES
NAME NAME
X2007 TRAI 1 X324 X S





16 MM 35 MM 1 mm 81
LN 11 ±TS
ASNOTMAL STIW* .. U .
.EIL I. ........ .. .. QS- -E
E AIG&ALs PA GE J
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3.4.2.4 Sample Problem User Modal' File In*put
The User Modal File contains grid point identification and
location information, mass and inertia data at each grid
point, and modal frequencies and shapes. The format of this
input file can be seen in Section 3.2.3.1. The input data
on the User Modal File which is used by problem #2 is
printed out on the sample output listing.
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3.4.2.5 Sample Problem User Weights File Input
The input deck for the simulated User Weights File is repro-
duced below. The transformation data portion is not repro-
duced on the listing. However, it is identical to the rigid
body transformation data illustrated in Section 3.4.2.3.

























CONL1 102 2 02.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1
12.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2
21.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0
CONMI 103 3 02.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 4
42.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 5
51.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0
CONPI 104 4 02.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 7
72.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 8
81.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0
EOF
GRID 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 123456
GRID 20 25. 0.0 0.0 0 124
GRID 30 50. 0.0 0.0 0 124
GRID 40 75. 0.0 0.0 0 124
GRID 50 100. C.0 0.0 0 123456
GRID 60 100. 0.0 10. 0 123456
DERiGIhJ M PAGE 3B
iDF POOR QUAIYM
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3.4.3 Sample Problem Output
Output listing for the three sample problems are shown in
sections 3.4.3.1, 3.4.3.2, and 3.4.3.3. Output tape format
of the NASTRAN INPUT Loads File is shown in Section 3.3.2.2.
3.4.3.1 Problem #l.Output Listing
Output from sample problem #1 is listed in this section.



























ACCEL *23926R9E+03 0OOOOOOOE+OO. *21215325E+02 .OOO000000E+00O
-. 33999418E-03, .00000000E+0O
SEND




11 12 13 14 15 tI 21 22 23 29 25 26 31 32 33 34 35 36 11 42
q3 4qq qs 6 51 52 53 54 55 56 61 62 63 6q 65 66
NODEIDS •
1 2 3 4 5 6
XMAT =
*o0 *o 00O 25.00 o00 00 50.0.0 00 .00 75.00 .00 .00
100o00 o *o0 .0 I00.00 .oo- 10o00
nMAS%
0 00 0 .00 no.00 On oo00 .00 .00 00 00 0 .00 00 .00 *0 .00 .00 .00 D00
.00* 00 *00 *00 . *OU .00 00 .00 *00 *00 *00 .00 00 .00 *00
OFFDIAGONAL MASS MATRIX, ROW NO. 1
.lO 00 00 *00 00D .00 , 00 .00 .OD *00 *00 *00 000 *  .00 00 *0 00 0
*00 *A of .00 *DO *00 .00 .00 .00 *00 00 00 .00 *00 .00 *00
OFFDIAGONAL MASS MATRIX ROW NO. 2
00 .00 .00 .nO .00 00 00 *DO *00 .00 00 .00 00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00
RUN #1 RIGID BODY LOADS USING SIMULATED USER WEIGHTS FILE
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-.- -- ------- 8 . ..OO---.-O- .. 00 -- 0---- e0O- .00 .00 .00 .00 -- 00 -00 .00 -00 --
----- O FOIAGOAL MASS .MATRIX. ROW NO. 3
00 .0D 0 0 00 00 . .00 .00 .00 .00 .0000 00 .  .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 . 00 . 00
S---... 0 0 - .00 .00- .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
OFFDIAGONAL MASS--MATRIX. ROW NO. 
.00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .DO .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
------.e - oo -0----. -- . .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00
OFFODAGONAL MASS MATRIX ROW NO. 5
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00- 00 n 00 *000 0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
O.D. fP0t*tO'rAtMASS MkTRIK ROW-No.0- -6
r .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
o- .0 00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 . .00
- OFFOIAGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 7
.00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
OO.0 .00 '-.00
, 
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
...... OFOIAGONAL MASS MATRIX, ROW NO. 8
.00 D00 .00 00 0 .00 .00 .00 0 00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
-. 0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 00 .00 00 00 .00 00 .00 .00
'OFFOIAGOAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 9
i-9- .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 2*00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 *.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
OFFDIAGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 10
00 .00 00 00 .  00 *00 00 1 .00 .  .00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 -00
.00 - .400 00 '00 .00 .00 .00 .00 . 00 .00 .00 .00 *00 -.00 .00 .00
nFFOIAGONAL MASS MATRIX ROW NO. 11
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 o00 l00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ;00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 *DD 00 - .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00
OFOIAGONAL MASS MATRIX, ROW NO. 12
.00 .n0 .0 00 00 00 .00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0 .00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.O- .00 .00- .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
OFFOIAGONAL MASS.MATRIX# ROW NO. 13
-00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 00 .00 DO - .00 *00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 00
00 n.00 00 *00 *00 . 00 *00 *00 *00 *00 00 .00
OFFDIAGONAL- MASS MATRIX, ROW NO. 14
• .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *O0 2.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
C") . 0 v0 *0 .00O .00 ,00 *00 *00 .00 *00 S00 *00 *00 .00 ,00
-b .... OFFDAGONAL MAS MATRIX# ROW NO. 15
.00 .00 00 .00 .00 000 00 .00 .00 0  00 00 1.0 0 200 . 0 .00 .00 .00 00
0- So .00 .AO 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 -000 00 .00 .00 .00 .00
RUN #1 RIGID BODY LOADS USING SIMULATED USER WEIGHTS FILE (cont'd)
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OFFOIAGONAL MASS MATRIX, ROW No. 17
.00 .00 *00 no .00 .00 .0 0 .00 0 *00 .00 100 . 0 100 . 0 1*00 2.00 .00 .00 *00
00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
OFFOIAGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW No. 18
.00 .00n OD .00 .00 *0 .00 .O0 *00 .00 00 00 1.00 1.00 1 .000 10 1.00 2.00 .00 *00
.00 n00 o00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 o.0 *00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
OFFDIAGONAL MASS MATRtx, ROW NO. 19
00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 0 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 *00
.00 00 00 .00 .00 *00 .00 *000 0 0 00 .0 0 o00 .00 .00 .00 .00 * 0
OFFODIAGONAL MASS MATRIX ROW NO. 20
.00 ..n .o. .0 . 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 00 .00 *00 .00 00 1.00 2.00
.00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00
OFFIAGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 21
.00 .00 *00 .00 .nO .00 *o *.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00
2*00 *.0 .00 .O .00 .00 00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
OFFOIAGONAL MASS MATRIX, ROW NO. 22
no 0 .00 00 o00 .00 .o00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .no .oo .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00
1.00 2.00 .00 ;00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
OFFDIAGONAL MASS PATRIX, ROW NO. 23
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .oo .OD .00 1.00 1*00
-100 100- 2.00 .00 .00 .00D 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00
-OFFODIGONAL MASS MATRIX, ROW'NO. 24
o00 *00 *00 .00 .00  00 00 00 000 .00 .00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00
1OO 1.00 -1.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
-OFPDOtAGONAL MASS MATRIXe ROW No. 25
.nO .00 .00 .00 .00 *o0 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 00
.nO *.0 .00 *00 .*O *00 . .00 .00 .0 *00 .00 *00 .00 .00
OFFOIAGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 26
00 .00on *00 .00 .00 .00 .n , 000 .00 .00 .  .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.0 ..n *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 *00 .00 o00
OFFOIAGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 27
.00 .O0 .00 *00 .00 .0 0 * .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
S.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 *00 *00 *00 *00 *00
OPFIAGONAL MASS MATRIX, ROW No. 28
no 0 *00 00 .00 .00 *Oo .00 .00 .n0 .00 *00 .OO *00 *00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .OD
. 0 *00 .00 .00 .0O .00 .00 .*n .no *00 *00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00
OFFOIAGONAL MASS MATRIX, ROW NO* 29
.nO .nO .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 00 .00 00 .00 .0000 00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ,o00o 00 oo .00 .00 .00 .00 .o
- OF DIAGONAL MASS MATRIX, ROW NO. 30
.00 n00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00
00 00 00 .00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .000 * .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
OFFODIAGONAL MASS MATRIX, ROW NO. 31
RUN #1 RIGID BODY LOADS USING SIMULATED USER WEIGHTS FILE (cont'd)
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r . .- .-.. - O --0 -.-r-0- -O----.OO. -- *00 .00 .00 .00 O0 *.00 00 .00 - 00 .00 .00 *00
*00 .00 .00 00 . 00 .00 00 *00 . 00 00 000 D 00 00 00 *00
r FFOIAGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 32
-. 00 .0 .0 - .00 .00 .00 .00 900 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00
.00 .00 .00 .00 . 00 .00 *00 00 . .00 0 00 .00 .00 .00 .00
OFFDIAGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 33
.*o0 .-  - -- wee - 000 - .0- .00 .00 -. *00 . *00 * 00 00 .00 .00 .000 .00 .00 *-0 *00
.00 .00 *00 *00 .00 .00 *00 *.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .*00 .00 .00
OFFODIAGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 34
-. - O0 . o bo .00 .00 00 .00 00 .00 O . .00 0000 000 0  .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *oo *00 .00 . .00 . 00 *00 .00 .00 .00
OFFODIAGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 35
-00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 o00 .00 .00 .DO .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .OO .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
OFFDIAGONAL MASS MATRIX, ROW NO. 36
*0O Do .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 o00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
RIGIn BODY INERTIA LOADS TRANSFORM FRB U
.00 *00 .00 .00 .00 *00-1047o85 -523.93 -566*37 -545.15 -545.15 -545.15-lIq7*5S -523.93 -566*39
.00 *00 .o00 00 .00 .00
.TRB MATRtX ROW NUMBER I
.25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
o00 .00 .00 
.00 .00 .00
TRO MATRIX. ROW NUMBER 2
.*0 *25 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .*0 .00 .00
*00 .00 .00 00O o00 *00 00 .00 .00 .00
.0o .o .00 .00 .o *00 .00 .O0 00 .00
.00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00
TRH MATRIX. ROW NUMBER 3
.00 .00 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.*00 00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00 .*00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00" .00 .00 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 9
.25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
C7 . 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.OD .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
S. "00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00
-tYR- ATRIX0 ROW NUMBER 5
.00 .25 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
-00 io .00 0000 *00 0 0 
.00 00 00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00 00DO
-- .000 00 00 .00 *00
RUN #1 RIGID BODY LOADS USING SIMULATED USER WEIGHTS FILE
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TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 6
.no0 00 *25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00
.00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 *00 *00
- TRS MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 7
.25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .Q0
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00
.00 .On .00 .00 .00 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 8
.00 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .On 00 00D *.00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 00 .00 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 9
.00 .00 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .0D o00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 *00 .00 *00
TR8 MATRIX. ROW NUMBER 10
.25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
00 .0 00 .000 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER II
.00 .25 .00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
TRR MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 12
.00 .00 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
TRR MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 13
.00 .00 .00 .33 *00 *00 *00 *00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .o0 .00 *00 .00 .00
TRW MATRIX. ROW NUMBER I4
.00 .00 .00 .00 .33 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .O .00 .00 .00 ,00 .00 .00 .00 .o00
00 .O0 .00 . .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00
.o .00 .00 *00 .00 *00
TRW MATRIX, ROW NUMBER IS
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .33 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 *00 *00 .00 O00 .00 .00 .00
RUN #1 RIGID BODY LOADS USING SIMULATED USER WEIGHTS FILE (cont'd)
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.. .00 - 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 *00
.00 .00 .00 *O0 .00 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 16
.00 *00 .00 *33 .00 .00 .00 *O0 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00
r .0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 *00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 17
.*00 n0 o00 .00 .33 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 00 00 00 .000 00 0 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 o00 .00 *00 .00 *00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00
- TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 18
.00 o00 *00 .00 .00 .33 .00 .00 .00 .00
00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 *00 .00 *00 .00 *00 00 *00 .00 .00
.nO .00 .00 *00 .00 .00
TRB MATRIXs ROW NUMBER 19
.00 .00 .00 .33 00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00
S .00 .000 00 .00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 * .00 .00
TRB MATRIXs ROW NUMBER 22
.00 *.0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .50 .00 .00 .00
00 n0 .00 O00 *00 *00 *00 *O0 *00 .00
.00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00
FORCE 0 10B 0 1.00 -523,93 .00 .00
TRB MATRIX ROW NUMBER 23
.00 .o .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .50 .00 .00
.00 ... 00 .00 .00 .00 *  .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 ,00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00
FORCE 0 108 0 1.00 .00 -261.96 .DO
TRR MATRIX. ROW NUMBER 29
.00 .00 .00 .00 OD *000 .000 *  .50 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00
:D0 .00 0o0 .00 00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00
- .,00 00 .00 .00 .00 00
FORCE 0 108 0 1.00 .00 .00 -283.19
TRS MATRIXP ROW NUMBER 25
00 .00 .00 00 00 .00 .50 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 *00 oo0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 000 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 00
RUN #1 RIGID BODY LOADS USING SIMULATED USER WEIGHTS FILE (cont'd)
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FORCE 0 109 0 1.00 -S234,3 .00 .00
TR9 MATRIK ROW NUMBER 26
.00 .00 00 00 00 .00 S0 .00 .00
.o00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 00 00 00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 *00 *00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00
FORCE 0 109 0 1.00 .00 -261.96 .00
TRB MATRIX ROW NUMBER 27
.00 o00 .00 *00 .00 *00 .00 *00 .50 .00
n.0 o.0 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
.00 .00 -- - .00 .00 .00 *00
FORCE 0 109 0 1.00 .00 .00 -283.19
RUN #1 RIGID BODY LOADS USING SIMULATED USER WEIGHTS FILE (cont'd)
3-42
3.4.3.2 Problem #2 Output Listing
Output from sample problem #2 is listed in this section.
Rigid body inertial loads and modal inertia loads are



























ACCEL S2392689E*03. .00000000E+00. .21215325E+02. .0000000OE*00,
-.3349918SE-o3t .00000000E00
SEND
MODAL ACCELERATIONS .0000 .0000 .000 .0000 .0000 .0000
NASTOF TAPE GENERATIONFIXEO dDIAGONAL TERMS IN MAA gaggQd8UOS DSW A
MODE NO- I sFREQ. - 3.6598 -PHIS =
.61 .01 .00 .32 .01 .00 .10 *01 .U0
MODE NO- 2 ,FREQ. . 23.9055 -PHIS -
.30 *09 .00 -.,48 .02 -. 00 -. 40 -. 02 -. UO
MODE NO. 3 ,FREQ. - 64.2622 -PHIS .
.10 .04 .00 .. 39 -. 02 -. 00 .57 -*O .00
MODE NO* 49 FREQ. - 6543445 -PHIS =
.39 -. 70 -. 03 -. 22 .36 .02 .10 -.15 -.01
MODE NO. 5 *FREQ. * 938.0679 -PHIS .
.19 -. 3' -. 0I .19 -. 90 -. 02 -. 33 .61 .U3
MODE NO- 6 ,FREQ* = 1167.6159 -PHIS =
- .11 -. 20 -. 01 .32 -.59 -. 03 .25 -*SO -. 02
b MODE NO. 7 ,FREQ. * 192944307 -PHIS'.
S.2q 28 -. 77 -. 11 -. IN .37 .04 .06 -. 15
MODE NO. 8 .FREQ. * 2 8 43.6137 -PHIS *
RUN #2 RIGID BODY AND MODAL LOADS TRANSFORM USING THE USER MODAL FILE
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.11 *13 -o34 .14 .17 -. 45 
-. 20 -. 25 .65
MODE NO. 9 oFREQ. a 3553.4060 -PHIS a
.06 .08 
-. 20 *20 .2q -.4q .17 .20 -. 55
IOXYZS a
23 25 26 33 35 36 q3 q5 q6
NODEIDS .
a 2 3 q 5 6
XMAT
.00- 00 000.00 000 .00 50000 .00 * 75nS.0 .00 .nn100.00 .00 .00 100.00 .00 1000
OMASS -
2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
OFFDIAGONAL MASS MATRIX, ROW NO. I
2.00 100 l.O0 *00 100 00 00 . 0 00
OFFDIAGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 2
1.00 2.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
OFFDIAGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 3S000 1. 0 2.00 .00 .00 .00 00 .00 *00
OFFOI.AGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 4
.00 .00 .00 2.00 1.00 1.00 .00 .00 .00
OFFOIAGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 5
o00 .00 00 100 2.00 1.00 *00 .00 .00
OFFDIAGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 4
O00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 2.00 .00 .00 .00
OFFDIAGONAL MASS MATRIX ROW NO. 7
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 2.00 3.00 1.00
OFFOIAGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 8
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 2.00 1.00
OFFOIAGONAL MASS MATRIX. ROW NO. 9
*00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 1.00 1.00 2.00
RIGID BODY INERTIA LOADS TRANSFORM FRB
.42.45 
-21.22 -21.22 




TRB MATRIX. ROW NUMBER I
.25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
FORCE 0 101 0 1.00 -10.61 .00 .00
TRB MATRIX9 ROW NUMBER 2
.00 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
FORCE 0 101 0 1.00 .00 -5.31 .00
RUN #2 RIGID BODY AND MODAL LOADS TRANSFORM USING THE USER MODAL FILE (cont'd)
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TRB MATRIX ROO NUMBER 3
.00 .00 .25 .00 .0 *00 . 00 00 .
FORCE 0 101 0 1.00 00 .00 -5.31
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER '
*25 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *oD *UO
FORCE 0 102 0 1.00 .10.61 .00 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 5
.00 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
FORCE 0 102 0 1.00 .00 -S.31 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 6
.00 .00 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00
FORCE 0 102 0 1.00 .00 .00 -5.31
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 7
.25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
FORCE 0 103 O 1.00 -10.63 .00 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 8
.00 .25 .00 .00 .00 o 00 .00 *00 00
FORCE 0 103 O 1,00 .00 -5.31 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 9
.00 .00 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00
FORCE 0 103 0 1.00 .00 .00 -5,31
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 10
.25 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 $00
FORCE 0 10 U 1.00 .10,61 .00 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER II
.00 .25 .00 .00 *00 .00 *00 *O0 .00
FORCE 0 10q 0 1.00 .00 -5.31 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 12
.00 .00 .25 .00 *.0 00 .00 00 O00
FORCE 0 104 0 1.00 .00 .00 -5.31
l, TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 13
s .00 400 .00 .33 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00
FORCE 0 105 0 1.00 -14.19 .00 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER Iq
.00 .00 .00 o00 .33 .00 .00 .00 .00
RUN #2 RIGID BODY AND MODAL LOADS TRANSFORM USING THE USER MODAL FILE (cont'd)
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FORCr 0 l05 U 1.00 .00 -7.07 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 15
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .33 00 .00 .00
r FORCE 0 105 0 1.00 *00 .00 -7.07
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 16
.00 .00 .00 .33 O0 .00 000 *00 o00
FORCE 0 106 0 1.00 .q4.Iq .00 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 17
.00 .00 .00 .O0 .33 .00 .00 .00 .00
FORCE 0 106 0 1.00 *00 -7.07 .00
'TRB MATRIX. ROW NUMBER 18
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .33 .00 S00 .00
FORCE 0 106 U 1.00 .00 .00 -7.07
TRB MATRIX. ROW NUMBER 19
.00 .00 .00 .33 .00 .00 .00 0D0 .00
FORCE 0 107 0 1.00 -19.14 .00 .00
40, TRB MATRIXs ROW NUMBER 22
.00 .00 .00 .00 .0o .00 5SO -00 D0
FORCE 0 108 0 1.00 .21.2% .00 .00
TRB MATRIX. ROW NUMBER 23
.00 DO .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .50 .00
FORCE 0 lOB. U 1.00 00 -10.62 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 24
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *50
FORCE 0 108 0 1.00 .00 .00 -10.62
TRB MATRIX. ROW NUMBER 25
.00 00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .50 .00 .00
FORC; 0 109 0 1.00 -21.2q .00 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 26
.00 .00 .00 .00 .o00 00 .00 .50 .00
FORCE 0 109 0 1.00 .00 .10.62 .00
TRB MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 27
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .50
FORCE 0 109 0 1.00 .00 .00 -10.62
RUN #2 RIGID BODY AND MODAL LOADS TRANSFORM USING THE USER MODAL FILE
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MODAL INERTIA LOADS TRANSFORM rMOD =
.00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .On
TMOD MATRIX, RON NUMBER I
.25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .uO
TMOD MATRIX, ROA NUMBER 2
.00 *25 .00 .00 *O .00 00 .00 U00
TMOD) MATRIX, RON NUMBER 3
.00 .00 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00
TMOD MATRIX. RON NUMBER 4
.25 00 .00 .0O .00 .00 .00 U00 .uO
TMOD MATRIX, ROA NUMBER 5
.00 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ,uO
TMOD MATRIX, RO0 NUMBER 6
.00 .00 .25 .00 .00 .UD .00 .00 .UU
TMOD MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 7
.25 00 On *UO .Ou .00 .00 *O *UO
TMOD MATRIX, RON NUMBER R
.00 .25 .00 .00 00 .00 .00 .00 .UO
TMOD MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 9
.00 .00 .25 .00 .Do .00 .00 *UO ,UU
TMOD MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 10
.2S .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .UO
TMOD MATRIX, RO NUMBER II
.00 .25 .00 .00 .00 ,UO .00 .OU .UO
TMOD MATRIX, RON NUMBER 12
.00 .00 .25 .00 .0o .UO .00 *0O .UO
TMOD MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 12
.00 00 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .UO
TMOD MATRIX, ROA NUMBER 13
.00 o00 .00 .33 .00 .00 .00 .00 .uU
TMOD MATRIX, ROA NUMBER 19
.00 *00 .00 .00 .33 .00 .00 .00 ,O
TMOD MATRIX, RO NUMBER IS
.00 *00 .00 .00 00 .33 .00 .00 0*0
TMOD MATRIX, ROA NUMBER 1-6
.00 .00 .00 .33 .00 UO' .00 UO .00
TMOD MATRIX, RON NUMBER 17
.00 .00 .00 .00 ,33 .00 ,UO .O UO
RUN #2 RIGID BODY AND MODAL LOADS TRANSFORM USING THE USER MODAL FILE (cont'd)
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TMOD MATRIX, ROW NUMBER IS
.00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .33 .00 .00 .00
TMOD MATRIX, RO NUMBER 19
.00 .00 .00 .33 .00 O00 .00 *DO D00
TMOD MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 17
.00 *00 .00 *00 .33 .00 .00 .00 *00
TMOD MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 18
.00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .33 .00 .00 .00
TMOD MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 22
.00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .50 *00 *00
THOD MATRIX. ROW NUMBER 23
.00 *00 .  *00 00 .00 .00 .50 *00
TMOD MATRIXt ROW NUMBER 29
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 *00 *00 .50
THOD MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 25
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .50 .00 *O
TMOD MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 26
.00 *00 .00 *00 *00 .00 .00 *50 .00
DATA IGNORED - IN CONTROL MODE
RUN #2 RIGID BODY AND MODAL LOADS TRANSFORM USING THE USER MODAL FILE (cont'd)
EQF




BANK- SIBANK SEGMENT- A ELEMFNT- MAIN st 01o AT ADDRESS n15S4 CRF?.Fn ONN; nEC 74 AT 12:28145




01 000000072200 000131o00n00 7456o001o375 000100072273
00O0010 015463 000134000000 720400013533 75S660011326 000100072302 000000072200 000137000000 745660014143 000000072173





000030 015503 7456600q0037 000144000000 10000007217q 794000015511 745660040026 000146000000 100000072176 7440015515
000040 015513 745660040o20 000150000000 745660014103 000000072173 000000072306 000000072306 00000007230S 000151000000
00005O 015523 7q5660011217 000000072307 7q5660011217 000000072310
BANK- SIBANK SEGMENT- A ELEMENT- TRANS S( 01) AT ADDRESS 015527 CREATED ON: 24 nEC 74 AT 12:29:0
000000 015527 107400777776. 14001320000 1 010000073920 7q9666001413 000000072756 000000073377 Ul0002073915 107400777762
000010 015537 010000072761 107440777776 q00140045611 270020073900 0100q0000117 237740000002 S00019O46209 702310015595
000020 q15547 107100001127 .722900000001 020000000001 702360015544 745660007502 000100073401 000000072776 00015507315
000030 015557 100000072759 150000073921 510000000014 7412000015571 715660013756 000100073015 000162073415 720400013533
0000q0 015567 745660011217 000000073902 107q00777776 Iq1OOOOS611 107790000"001 010000000117 n10340072762 270020073403
000050 015577 23034007320 oo0001oo73066 7023q0015600 745660007502 000200073401 00000073017 000176073415 U00002016003
000060 015607 270020072760 060020073422 1000000446O6 744000015626 7q(660013756 000100073056 000202073q15 000020072754
000070 015617 000020072760 270020073403 230310073920 107901L473066 720410013530 7 02310015622 770 00013533 05000007276
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3.4.3.3 Problem #3 Output Listing
The OUTPUT listing is for the applied force transform, which
was conducted by deleting the calls to RBITRN and MILTRN

























APPLIED FORCE TRANSFORM FAP u
00 o 00 ZO.00 .00 -100ooo 00 0.00 *00.00 .  .00
I. -TMARIA ROW NUMBER
*25 .00 .00 *00 goO .00 .00 .00 'nn
TAP MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 2
..0 O zs .00 .00 .00 0O0 .00 .00 .uo
TAP SATrfl iRU NUtER 3
.00 .00 .25 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
FORCE 0 101 0 1.00 .00 .00 50.00
TAP MATRIX* ROO NUMBER 4
- .00- DO .00 .00 OO .00 00
A .p---. ATRT-R0Ui-O.NU-K . ....S..
.00 .25 .00 g00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .Uo
TAP MATRIX. ROW NUMBER 6
.00 .00 .25 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 00
TORC E 0 102 0 1.00 .00 .00 50.00
TAP -MA TR I RO NUMBER 7
.25 .00 .00 .00 *00 .00 .00 .00 .00
TAP MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 8
S500 .00 .00 .00D 00 *00 .UU
RUN #3 APPLIED FORCE TRANSFORM USING CARD INPUT
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TAP MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 9
.00n .o .25 .n .00 .00 .0D *UU0
FORCr 0 103 0 1.00 .00 .00 0.n00
TAP MATRIXs ROa NUMBER 10
.25 .00 .00 .OC *Ou .OU .00 .0O hu
TAp MATRIX, RUA NUMBER II
.00 .25 .00 .00 *UD O .00 *00 *U.
TAP MATRIX. ROW NUMBER 12
.00 0n .25 .03 .Oo .00 .u0 .UO -Ur
FORCr n 104 1 l.0 .00 .00 50.00
TAP MATRIX, RON NUMbER 13
.00 .00 .00 ziS .00o *O U00 *O . u
TAP MATRIX, RO NUMBE 14
.00 o.0 .00 .00 o33 .JO .00 .UO .U0
FORCF 0 105 u 1.00 .0d -33.30 .ou
TAP MATRIX. ROY NUMBER IS
.00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .25 .00 *O. 00
FORCF O 105 0 1.00 .0O ,OU 250.00
TAP MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 16
.O *0O .00 50 *Oo *U *no .00 *LO
TAP MATRIX, ROA NUMBER 17
.00O 00 .00 .00 *33 .00 oOO U00 .0u
FORCr 0 IC6 U 1.00 .00 -33.30 .0O
TAP MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 18
.00 nq0 .00 .O *Un SC . *0 *0
FORCE 0 106 0 1.00 .00 .Do sin.o0
TAP MATRIX, ROP, NUMBER 19
.00 .00 .00 .25 .00 .00 .00 .uO .uu
TAP MATRIX, ROO NUMbER 20
.00 .00 .00 .00 .33 ,UO 00 *.00 u'o
FORCr 0 107 0 1.00 .0U -33.30 .00
TAp MATRIX, RU NUMBER 21
.00 .00 .00 .UO OjD .25 .UO .00 juO
FONCr 0 107 0 1.00 .00 .00 250.00
TAP MATRIX. ROO NUMBER 22
.00 .00 .00 .00 UO .00 O.50 *uO .O;
RUN #3 APPLIED FORCE TRANSFORM USING CARD INPUT (cont'd)
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SFORCE 0 108 0 1.00 sn.
0 0  
.00 .00
TAP MATRIX. ROW NUMBER 23
.uu *up suU . U 00 .00 *00 .SO *Uu
IAP IATAIe-RUE U NMER Z
900 *00 t00 g00 .00 .00 .00 *00 *50
TAP MATRIX, ROW NUMBER 25
O.0 0O0 oo00 .0 00 .00 50 SO C0 o00
FORCE 0 109 0 1.00 50DO0 .00 .00
TAP MATRIX@ ROW NUMBER 26
00 *00 00 go .00 .00  50 *00
TAP MATRIX. ROW NUMBER 27
00 *00 .00 .00 00 *00 .00 .00 o50
S*NTRAN MRROR*W UNIT O-HAS IMPROPER DEVICE.
1/0 CALLED AT SEQUENCE NUMBER 000151 OF MAIN PROGRAM
**NTRAN ERROR** UNIT 10 HAS IMPROPER DEVICE*
I/o CALLED AT SQUENCE NUMBER 000151 OF MAIN PROGRAM
NEOF IGNORED - IN CONTROL MODE
PrM UOZ-IZ/11- lqg1730J
OFIN
TI #3 AP PLIED FOPCE TRP1SFOqI TCSING C F5 INPUT (cont'd)
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4.0 SUBROUTINE DOCUMENTATION
The TRAIL Program was written in Fortran V to be used on a
Univac 1100 series digital computer with an Exec-VIII system.
It has been designed to be used within the Integrated Struc-
tural Analysis System (ISAS) for the purpose of transforming
inertial and applied loads on a dynamic loads model to a
finite element model having many more node points. In the
programs present form the maximum number of degrees-of-free-
dom in the finite element model is 410. The storage core
capabity the program occupies with this maximum capability
is approximately 57K words.
4.1 Main Program Description
The controlling routine within TRAIL is MAIN. This routine
manages the program calculations and the program output. The
structure of the calling sequence is simple and can be visualized
by observing the routine listing. Figure 2-1 of this document
illustrates the program flow. Main reads the transform logic
data, writes the header information on the NASTFAN Input Loads
File (NASFIL), calls the requested transformation routine,
and outputs the requested printed and magnetic tape. data.
A Fortran Procedure named DIM was used to easily change
maximum array sizes. It is intended to allow for decreasing
the required core size when running problems which do not require
the maximum default dimensions. This Procedure is described
in Section 4.1.3.
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4.1.1 Routine MAIN Characteristics
OUTLINE FOR SCIENTIFIC SUBPROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
IDENTIFICATION
Name/Title MAIN
Programmer/Date F. STRATMAN 4/74
Author/Date F. STRATMAN 5/74
Organization/Installation LEC-ASD FOR SMD
Machine Identification UNIVAC 1110





SYMBOL TYPE SIZE DESCRIPTION
A A 1 Title of run
TRNOUT L 1 Printout control for transformation matrices
MASOUT L 1 Printout control for mass matrix
MODLOT L 1 Printout control for user model data
MODINR L 1 Computation control for modal inertia loads
RIGID L 1 Computation control for rigid body loads
transform
CARDS L 1 Card punch output control
APPLYD L 1 Computation control for applied loads
transform
NASFIL I 1 Unit number of NASTRAN input loads file
UMF L 1 Indicator for User Modal File
OFFDIG L 1 Indicator for off-diagonal mass matrix
FFREAD L 1 Indicator for Flight Conditions File read
CMASS R 1 Scale factor for masses
CINERT R 1 Scale factor for inertias
ISID I 1 Set identification number for NASTRAN force
and moment cards
XCG R 1
YCG R 1 Cartesian coordinate location of vehicle c.g.
ZCG R 1
TIME R 1 Flight time for loads and accelerations
ACCEL R 6 Rigid body accelerations
NUMF I 1 File location on modal input tape
4-2 MAIN-
MAIN-1
CARD OR TERMINAL INPUT:
The Namelist $TPDAT was used to input program control para-
meters to the main routine. $TPDAT was input with cards for
the checkout case. Other means of inputting this type of
data could be used such as the Exec-8 7/8ADD command. A




The NTRAN routine is required by routine MAIN to write the
NASTRAN Input File (NASFIL). Appendix A has a description
of this routine.
LISTING:
A listing of routine MAIN can be found in Section 4.1.2.
MAIN-2
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4.1.2 LISTING OF ROUTINE MAIN
OFORoS MAINeMAIN
FOR 5EIX-I2/23LZ-ZLL-~A LS4 tO..)
MAIN PROGRAM
STORAGE USED; CODEil) 0OOSq1DATAIo) 0001521 BLANK COMMONI2) 000000
COMMON BLOCKS:
.903. TPINFQ 0 00I .16
000o FACTOR 00000OOQ
0005 DATOUT 00Q3











STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE RELATIVE LOCATION@ NAME)
0000 000134 IF 0000 R 000000 A 0003 R 000007 ACCEL 0000 L 000037 APPLYn OO4 L 00n0 3 CARDS
0004 R..OOOOO CINERT 000q R 000000 CMASS 0003 L 000005 FFREAO 000o 1 000002 ISIO 0000 1 000040 L
0005 L 000001 MASOUT 0000 L 000035 MODINR 0005 L 000002 MODLOT 0000 I 00003q NASFIL 0003 I 000015 NUMF
0003 L 000O OFFDIG 0000 L 000036 RIGID 0003 R 000006 TI-ME 0000 000041 TPOAT 0005 L 000000 TRNOUT
0003 L 000003 UMF 0003 R 000000 XCG 0003 R 000001 YCG 0003 R 000002 ZCG
00101 1* COMPILER (DATA * SHORT) nOOnOO
00103 2* DIMENSION A(28) 000001
0010 3* DATA NASFIL /10/ 000001
00107 a* DATA A /INASTRAN INPUT LOADS FILE / 000001
0011) 5S LOGICAL TRNOUT/*TRUE. /,MASOUT/*TRuE. /.MODLOT/.TRU;. / 000001
00315 60 LOGICAL MODINR/eTRUE. /,RIGID /*TRUE* /,APPLYD/eTRUE. /*CARDS 000001
00115 7. * /*TRUE./ ,UMFeOFFDIGFFREAD 000001
00122 8e DATA CMASSCINERT/ 2 * 19/ 000001
0012S 9* COMMON/TPINFO/XCGYCGtZCG.UMFOFFDIG.FFREAD.TIMEACCEL(64)NUMF 000001
OO0016 10 COMMON/FACTOR/CMASS.CINERToISIDiCARDS 000001
00127 11* COMMON /DATOUT/ TRNOUT,MASOUT.MODLOT 000001
00130 12* NAMELIST/TPDAT/CMASSeCINERTISIDOXCGYCGsZCGUMFoOFFDIGFFREADs 000001
00430 13 * TIME9CARDS9ACCEL ,NUNMFMODINRoRIGIODAPPLYD 000001
00130 1'4 o* TRNOUT.MASOUTSMoDLOT 000003
00130 IS* C 000001
00131 16A READ (S5TPDAT) 00000
O013 17* PRINT 1 000005
00136 . 0 1 FORMAT (IHI/ SX, 'TRANSFORM PROGRAM DATA') 000011
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4.1.2 LISTING OF ROUTINE MAIN (cont'd)
00137 19* IRITE (6,TPDAT) 000011
O01q2 20* CALL NTRAN (NASFILle28.AL.22) 000015OOi3 21* IF (RIGID) CALL RBITRN n00025001q5 22* IF (MODINRI CALL NILTRN 00003100147 230 IF (APPLYD) CALL AFITRAN 00003500151 24o CALL NTRAN(NASFIL,9,9.22) 00004100152 25. STOP 00009700153 260 END 000053
END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS,
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4.1.3 Description of Fortran Proc, Dim
OUTLINE FOR SCIENTIFIC SUBPROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
IDENTIFICATION
Name/Title FORTRAN PROCEDURE DIM
Programmer/Date FRED STRATMAN 4/74
Author/Date FRED STRATMAN 10/74
Organization/Installation LEC-ASD FOR SMD
Machine Identification UNIVAC 1110
Source Language FORTRAN V
PURPOSE






Name Dimension Type Description
MAXDF 410 I Maximum degrees-of-freedom
MAXMOD 100 I Maximum elastic modes




PEU(UI I )IlM PlOC
U0o (.1 2 C*  ARRAY I I!I S I I;
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4-7 .DIM-2
4.2 Common Block Information
There are four named common blocks used within TRAIL. A
common block versus subroutine matrix for the common.blocks
used is shown in Figure 4-1.
4.2.1 List of Common Block Variables







z oH U E
AFTRAN X X
MAIN X X X
MILTRN X
RBITRN X X X
RDUMF X X X
TRANS X X X
FIGURE 4-1
Common Block Cross Reference Table
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4.3 Description of Subroutine AFTRAN
OUTLINE FOR SCIENTIFIC SUBPROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
IDENTIFICATION
Name/Title SUBROUTINE AFTRAN
Programmer/Date FRED STRATMAN 4/74
Author/Date FRED STRATMAN 5/74
Organization/Installation LEC-ASD FOR SMD
Machine Identification UNIVAC 1110
Source Language FORTRAN V
'PURPOSE





AFTRAN copies the external forces and moments array, [FAP], from
the Compressed Aerodynamic Forces and Conditions File described
in Section 3.2.3.3.
NTRAN operations are used to skip to the desired data block and
to read the data. A flow of AFTRAN operations is shown in
Figure 4-2.
LISTING
A listing of the AFTRN subroutine is found in Section 4.3.1.
4-9 AFTRAN-1
* Symbol Definition
Coding Te Description Units
ICAFCF I Unit number of Compressed Aero
Forces and Conditions File
NENG I Number of thrust forces
NEXT I Number of applied forces
NTIMES I Number of time points on file
TAPCK H Name passed to transform routine
to verify that TAP matrix is read
TSTART R Start and stop times of simulation
TSTOP on ICAFCF






























S 4.3.1 Listing of Subroutine AFTRAN
8FOR9S AFTRANAFTRAN
SUBROUTINE AFTRAN ENTRY POINT 00014n











STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE9 RELATIVE LOCATIONs NAME)
0000 000971 IF 0001. 000123 1365 0001 000133 1q44 0004 000007 ACEL 0000 Ra 0on 3 BUFF
0000 R 000000 FAP 0004 00000S FFREAD 0000 I 000470 1 0000 1 000466 IBLOCV 0000 1 000503 IBUFF
0000 I 0o0-SS ICAFCF 0000 1 o0oq65 INCRMT 0000 000602 INJPS 0000 I 00056 L 0000 L 000503 LBUFF
0000 I 000467 N 0003 L 000001 MASOUT 0003 L 000002 NODLOT 0000 1 00044q N 0000 I 00057 NENG
0000 I 000q60 NEXT 0000 1 000463 NTIMES oo000 00001S NUNF 0004 000004 OFFDIG 0000 1 000o95 TAPCK
000o R 000006 TIME 0003 L 000000 TRNOUT 0000 R 000461 TSTART 0000 R 000442 TSTOP 0004 000003 UNF
0009 000000 XCG . . o0 000001 YCG 0004 000002 ZCs
00000 *DIAGNOSTIC* THE NAME EXTXYZ APPEARS IN A DIMENSION OR TYPE STATEMELT BUT IS NEVER REFErENCEQ*
00000 *DIAGIOSTICo THE NAME IDEXT APPEARS IN A DIMENSION OR TYPE STATEMENT BUT IS NEVER REFERENCED.
00101 1* SUBROUTINE AFTRAN D000nO
00101 2* C* A ROUTINE To TRANSFORM APPLIED LOADS 000000
00103 30 DIMENSION BUFF(S6),EXTXYZI3,4lIDEXT(364,FAP(300) 000000
00104 4q DIMENSION. IBUFFliS 000000
00105 5S COMMON /DATOUT/ TRNOUT,MASOUT,MODLOT 000000
00106 6 CORMON/TPINFO/XCGYCGZCG,UMFooFFDIGFFREADoTINMEACrEL(61)NUMF 000000
00107 7. LOGICAL TRNOUTNMASOUT9MODLOT 000000
00110 l* LOGICAL LBUFF(56) 000000
00111 9. EQUIVALENCE (8UFF(.IsIBUFFi4I)LBUFF(I)) 000000
00112 100 INTEGER TAPCK/6HTAP / 000000
00114 lIe DATA ICAFCF/3/ 000000
00116 1.2 -CALL NTRAN(ICAFCFolol 000000
00ill 13* C. READ 10 INFORMATION 000000
00117 .1l. CALL. NTRANII'CAFCFe2,37IBUFFL.221 000003
00120 IS* NENG .IBUFPIZF 000013
00121 16* NEXT PIBUFF(29z 000015
00122 17. TSTART* BUFF(32) 000017
4-12
00123 18* TSTOP = BUFF(33) 000021001249 19 NTIMES *IBUFF(34) 00002300125 200 N . NENG * NEXT 00025
00125 21* C. READ EXTERNAL FORCE LOCATIONS 000025
00126 22. CALL NTRAN (ICAFCF2pNeBUFF.Le221 00003100126 23* Ce FIND BLOCK FOR DESIRED FLIGHT CONDITIONS 00003100127 24* INCRMT -ITSTOP-TSTARTI/NTIAES 000043
00130 25o IBLOCK * (TIME-TSTARTI/INCRMT 000056
00131 26* CALL NTRAN(ICAFCFe7sIBLOCK 00072
-00131 270 Ce READ ARRAY OF FORCES 
00007200132 28. N N + 15 000077
00133 29* CALL NTRANlIC.AFCF2N.BUFFeLo221 00000z
00134 30. M * IS * N 000102
00135 31* DO 30 IUINEXT 000112
00140 32. 30 FAP(I) - BUFFIM * ) 000123
001I2 33* PRINT Is (FAPIIIs II, NEXT) 000123
00150 34q I FORMAT ('0', ' APPLIED FORCE TRANSFORM FAP . 300/15F8.21) 000136
00151 35* CALL TRANS(FAPNEXTTAPCK) n00033
00152 36. RETURN 0013OO
00153 37* END 000166
FND OF COMPILATION: 2 DOIAGNOSTICS.
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S.4 . . *u i .... L.j .
OUTLINE FOR SCIENTIFIC SUBPROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
IDENTIFICATION
Name/Title SUBROUTINE MILTRN
Programmer/Date FRED STRATMAN 4/74
Author/Date FRED STRATMAN 5/74
Organization/Installation LEC-ASD FOR SMD
Machine Identification UNIVAC 1110
Source Language FORTRAN V
SPURPOSE
MILTRN calculates ah array of modal inertia loads acting at





Coding Type 'Description Units
FMOD(NDF) R The column matrix of modal inertia
loads
MASS(NDF,NDF) R The mass matrix
NDF I Number of degrees-of-freedom
NODACC(NDF) R Acceleration of gridpoint nodes at
each d.o.f.
PHI (NDF, R Modal matrix
NMODES)
4-14 MILTRN-1
Coding Type Description Units
QDD(NMODES) R Modal accelerations
TMDCK H Name passed to transform routine
to insure that TMOD matrix is read
* Model
To compute the FMOD array the nodal accelerations must first
be computed using the PHI array from the User Modal File and
QDD from the Flight Conditions File in this manner.
--NMODES-
NODACC = NDF PHI QDD NMODES
The modal MASS matrix which premultiplies nodal accelerations to
obtain FMOD is an NDFX NDF array which is symmetrical, and
can be a diagonal matrix.
FMODI -MASS NODACC)
LISTING
A listing of subroutine MILTRN is found in Section 4.4.1.
MILTRN-2
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4.4.1 Listing of Subroutine MILTRN
GFORp, NILTRNNMILTRN
SUBROUTINE MILTRN ENTRY POINT 000131
STORAGE USEDO CODE(I) 004fl2I DATAIOI 0QOISZQ BLANK COMMON2) 00000 
COMNNQ SJCKISI. ..
0003 MODAL .12331








STORAGE ASSIGNMENT IBLOCK TYPE* RELATIVE LOCATION., NAME)
0001 000016 11*6 0001 -00021 1226 0001 0000q2 131G 0001 000013 136 00oni OOno 3 1'35
0001 000102 IS26 0000 00q147 3F 0003 000000 A 0003 001773 OMASs 0000 R 000632 FMOO0003 QOL421.FREQ 0000 I 001o65 I 0003 000032 oDXYZ 0000 00505 INIJP 0003 123527 IUMF0000 1 001q46 J 0003 1 123S30 MASOFF 0003 R 002425 MASS 0003 I 000030 NDF 0003 001&25 NOFFE0003 I 0000331 NMODES 0003 000 NNODES 0000 R 000000 NODACC 0003 00066. ONOEI 0003 a 003Q57 PHI
0003 R 001627 QDD 0003 00225S RIASS 0000 1 001441 TMDCK 0003 OOIO5 xMAT
00101 1* SUROUTINE MILTRN OOnOno
00101 Z* C 00000000101 30 Co ROUTINE TO SET.UP TRANSFORMAJION OF MODAL INERTIA LOAmS 00000000101 q0 C 000000
00103 So INCLUDE DINMLIST 00000000103 5s DIM PROC 000000
00103 5S Co ARRAY DIMENSIONS 000000
00103 S. C 000000S00104 9 PARAMETER MAXDF 4 410 00000000305 So PARAMETER MAXMOD * 100 000000OQIO6 Se PARAMETER MAXNOD m 120 000000
00104 5S C 000000
00104 5 END 000000
00107 46 COMMON /NODAL/A24).NDFNMOODES.IDxYZIMAOF)I.NNOOES.NODEIDIMAXNOD) 0oO00
00107 _ 7. *XNATIMAXNOOJ3.),NDFFE*FREQGODDOiAXMOO)IDMASSIMAXDFi)sRASSI(AXDF), 000000
00107 se *PHIMAXDFMAXNOD)IUNMFMASOFF 000000QOIO .. IIMNSI.4N.NODACC(IAXDFJFMNOD(MAXOF) 0000000011| 10* REAL MASS(MAXDF1,NODACC 000000
001. 2 I1*. EQUIVALENCE (MASSIII)RMASs(II) nOOOO000113 '12 INTEGER TMDCK/6HTMOD / 000000
. 4-16
00113 130 C* CALCULATE NODAL ACCELERATIONS 00000000115 14* Do 120 I'l NDF 00000000120 15* NODACCIl) a 0. 000016
00121 16* DO 120 JI1.NMODES 000021
0012q 17. 120 NODACC(l) - NODACC(I) + PHi(IJ)*DDiJ) 0000210012 1i8i C 000021
0012q 19* Co CALCULATE INERTIA FORCES AT EACH DOF 000021
00124 200 C 000021
00127 21. REWIND MASOFF 000033
00130 22* DO 130 IIpNDOF 000042
00133 23* FMoo1) 0. 000044
0013q 24* READ (MASOFF) (MASS(J) JulNDF) 00009500142 25S DO 130 J1INDF 
n000056
00145 269 130 FMOD(i) * FMODi) - MASI J) *NODACC(JI 000063
00145 274 C C 000063
00150 28* PRINT 3v (FMOD(I), I-1tNDF) 00007200156 29. 3 FORMAT ('0' , ' MODAL INERTIA LOADS TRANSFORM FMOD t o. 00010500156 30* * 3001/1SF8,2)) 000105
00156 31* C00156 32* C 000105
00157 33* CALL TRANS(FMODNDF,TMDCK) 00010500160 3q* RETURN 000112
00161 35* END 00011i
END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS.
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4.5 Description of Subroutine RBITRN
OUTLINE FOR SCIENTIFIC SUBPROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
IDENTIFICATION
Name/Title SUBROUTINE RBITRN
Programmer/Date FRED STRATMAN 4/74
Author/Date FRED STRATMAN 5/74
Organization/Installation LEC ASD FOR SMD
Machine Identification UNIVAC 1110
Source Language FORTRAN V
'PURPOSE
RBITRN calculates an array of static forces and moments acting






Coding Type Description Units
A A Title on Flight Conditions File in/sec 2
ACCEL R 6 components of acceleration ----- rad./sec 2
DMASS R Diagonal mass matrix
FRB R Array of rigid-body forces and
moments acting at the degrees-of
-freedom of the loads model
GTM R Mass matrix 'accounting for element
lopation with respect to the c.g.
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Coding Type Description  Units
G R Computed gridpoint location vector
matrix
IDELMT I Element i.d. number from User Weight
File
IDXYZ I "node number * 10 + d.o.f."
IFLTFL I Flight Conditions File unit number
MASOFF I Unit having off diagonal mass
matrices, if present
MTAPE I Unit used for temporary storage
of values used to calculate GTM
NCID I Co-ordinate system i.d.
NDF I Number of degrees of freedom
NENG I Number of thrust components
NEXT I Number of external force components
NLINK I Number of link loads
NMODES I Number of modes
NNODES I Number of nodes
NODEID I Node i.d.
NSTART I Variable eqoual to number of data. items
to skip for binary reads
OFFDIG L If true, off-diagonal elements in
mass matrix
QDD R Modal accelerations
RMASS R Whole mass matrix = (NDF X NDF) for
OFFDIG true
RPMASS R The 6X6 mass matrix for each gridpoint
from User Weight File
SKIP R Locations into which irrelevant binary
SKIP R data is read
RBITRN-2
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Coding 'TZa Description Units
START R Start and stop times of Flight
STOP Condition Data File
TIME R Time of desired data from Flight
Condition File
TRBCK H Name passed to transform routine
to Verify that TRB matrix is read
UMF -L If true, read User Modal File
If False, read User Weights File
XCG)
YCG R Vehicle c.g. location
ZCG
XMAT R Locations of grid points in co-
ordinate system
* Model
The mass and gridpoint data for calculating rigid body inertia
loads can be obtained from the User Modal File or the User
Weights File.
If the User Modal data is used, the node i.d. numbers and
locations and either the diagonal or whole mass matrix are
simply read from the User Modal File described in Section
3.2.3.1. NODEID, XMAT, and DMASS, if present, are written on
temporary storage unit MTAPE. If RMASS, the whole mass
matrix, is present in place of DMASS, it is written on unit
MASOFF.
The User Weights File has a format similar to the CONM1 and
GRID cards which are NASTRAN bulk data cards. (See Section
3.2.3.2.1 and 3.2.3.2.2. The gridpoint locations are on
the GRID cards while node i.d. numbers and a 6 X 6 mass matrix
for each.element are defined by CONM1 cards. Since IDXYZ's,
the degree of freedom and gridpoint indicators, are not
stored, they are computed. The (6 X 6) mass matrices read
in for each node are mapped into an NDF X NDF mass matrix








If only a diagonal mass matrix is used the diagonal of length
NDF is assigned to DMASS on unit MTAPE. If the whole mass
matrix is used it is written by rows on unit MASOFF.
The steps followed in computing the array of rigid-body forces
and moments on the loads model are:
1. Compute [G], the gridpoint location vector matrix, using
the array of gridpoint locations [XMAT] and the X,Y,Z
center-of-gravity locations.
2. Compute [GTM], the inertia matrix, by premultiplying [G]
by the [MASS] matrix.
[GTM] (NDF X 6) [MASS] [G](6 X NDF)
[MASS] can either be a vector of length NDF or if off-
diagonal elements are present as illustrated in Figure 1,
an NDF X NDF matrix.
3. Compute FRB by postmultiplying GTM by the 6 acceleration
components of the c.g.
TPRB} = [GTM] '{-ACCEL}
LISTING
A listing of subroutine RBITRN can be seen in section 4.5.1.
RBITRN-4
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4.5.1 Listing of Subroutine RBITRN
0000 R 000205 FRB 0003 001626 FREQ 0000 R 00020S G 0003 R 002625 GTM 0000 I 00016 I0000 I 000026 IBEGN 0000 I 000030 10 0000 I 000023 IDELNT 0003 1 000032 IDxYZ 0000 1 000025 IENDI
0000 1 000027 IEND2 0000 1 000000 IFLTFL 0000 1 000022 IGRDPT 0000 1 000032 II 0000 005063 INJPs0003 1 123527 IUMF 0000 I 000017 J 0000 1 000031 JP 0000 1 000020 K 0000 I 000010 LNK
0003 I 123530 NASOFF 0004 L 000001 MASOUT 0004 L 000002 MOOLOT 0000 1 000001 MTAPE 0000 I 000024 NCID0003 1 000030 NDF 0003 00162S NDFFE 0000 1 00003q NOIF 0000 1 000005 NENG 0000 I 000006 NEXT
0000 1 000007 NLINK 0003 1 000031 NMODES 0003 I 00066q NNODES 0000 I 000035 NODE 0003 1 000665 NODEID0000 1 000033 NODEI 0000 I 000014 NSTART 0000 1 000021 NUM 0005 000015 NUMF 0005 L ooooOq OFFDIG
0000 R 000041 ONE 0003 0035q7 PHI 0003 R 001627 0DD 0003 002625 RMASS 0003 R 002625 RPNASS00 .00001003 SKIP 0000 R 000205 S(P 0000 R 000011 START 0000 R 000012 STOP 0000 R 000015 T
0005 R 000006 TIME 0000 1 000002 TRBCK 0004 L 000000 TRNOUT 0005 L 000003 UNF 000S R 000000 XCG0000 R 000036 XDF 0003 R 001055 XMAT 000S. R 000001 YCG 0000 R 000037 TOF 0005 R 000002 ZCG
0000 R 000040 ZOF
00101 3* SUBROUTINE RBITRN oOnOno00101 2. C 00000000101 3* Co ROUTINE SETS UP THE RIGID-BOTY-INERTIA LOADS TRANSFORMATION 000000
D00101 q C 000000
00103 5S INCLUDE DIM,LIST 000000
00103 So DIM PROC 00000000103 5S Ce ARRAY DIMENSIONS 000000
00103 5S C 00000000lo 5 PARANETER.MAXDF - 4l0 00000000105 So PARAMETER MAXMOD . 100 00000000106 5S PARAMETER NAXNOD * 120 00000000106 5S C 00000000106 5* END 000000
00107 6. PARAMETER NOMAX - MAXDF 00000000110 7* DIMENSION G(6NDMAXIIGTNINDOAX,6I 00000000111 so DIMENSION SKptSO) 000000
00112 90 DIMENSION FRB(MAXDF) 000000
00113 10* DIMENSION RPMASSIMAXNODA96) 00000000114 11 COMMON /MODAL/A(24),NDF,NMODESIDXYZ(MAXDF).NNODES.mODEID(MAXNOD). 000000
001141 120 *XMATIMAXNOD3)NDFFEFREQ.QDDOIAXMODIsDMAS5(NAXDFIRMASSINAXDF), 000000
00119 13* *PNIINAXDFeMAXMOO)#IUMNFMASOFF 000000oo00D1S 1* COMMON /DATOUT/ TRNOUT,MASOUT,MODLOT 00000000116 15# COMMON/TPINFO/XCGYCG.ZCG.UMFsoFFDIG.FFREAD.TIMEsACCELI6),NUMF 000000
00117 16. EQUIVALENCE (FRB(I),SKPI)9GI ll)) NEWOOOOOO00120 170 EQUIVALENCE (RPMAS(SI3.iIs)RMASS(IIGTMNIII)) NEWOOOO00000123 t8 LOGICAL FFREAD 
-01000000
00122 19* LOGICAL OFFIG 000000
00123 20* LOGICAL UMF 0000000012q 21* LOGICAL TRNOUT.NASOUT.NODLOT 000000
00125 220 DATA IFLTFL/4/ 000000001.27 230 DATA IUMF /7/ 00000000131 2q* DATA MTAPE /8/ 00000000133 25S DATA NASOFF/9/ 000000
00135 26* INTEGER TRBCK/6HTRB / 00000000137 27* NAMELIST/ACC/ACCEL 000000
00137 26. C 000000
03OqO 29. IF (.NOTe FFREAD) GO TO 32 000000001q0 30* C000000
o0010 313 C. READ VEHICLE ACCELERATIONS FROM THE FLIGHT CONDITIONS FILE noooo000000O01q2 32* REWIND IFLTFL 00000.3
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001q3 330 READ IIFLTFL) A 000004
00146 34* READ (IFLTFL) ENGID.EXTFORsNENGNEXTeNLINK*NMODESgLNK.STARTSTOP 000013
01q6 35e C* SKIP REST OF INFORMATION RECORDS 000013
00161 36. IF (NENG ,GT* 0) READIIFLTFL) SKIp 000030
00165 37* IF (NEXT *GT* 0) READ(IFLTFL) SKIP 000041
00171 38* IF (NMODESeGT9 0) READ(IFLTFL) SKIP 000052
00175 390 IF (NLINK oGTo 0) READ(IFLTFL) SKIP 000063
00201 q40 NSTART * 6*NEXT*NENG 000074
00202 q1e 27 READIIFLTFL) To (SKP(II) II8lNSTARTI * ACCEL 00010
00212 42 IFINLINK *EQ. 0) READ(IFLTFL) IQDD(Ilsl.NMODES) 000117
00221 43* IF(NLINK *NE, O) READIFLTFL) (SKP(I),IolNLINK), 000135
00221 q44* (DD(I),Iel NMODES) 000135
0023q 45s 28 IF (T *LTo TIME) GO TO 27 o0ol00
00236 460 WRITE (6ACCI n00166
00236 17. C 000166
00241 q48 32 CONTINUE 000173
00242 49. WRITE (6.99) (QDDtII),ll1NMODES) 000173
00250 50O 99 FORMAT IIHO, * MODAL ACCELERATIONS **IOFIO. ) 000206
00251 51 IF (.NOT. UMFI GO TO q2 000206
00251 52* C* 000206
00251 53* Co READ FROM USER MODAL FILE 000206
00251 514 C********************************************************..*.*********** 000206
00253 55. CALL RDUMF 000210
00254 56 WRITEMNTAPE) IIDXYZII),I.IINDF) 000212
00254 57. C 000212
00262 58e IF (OFFDIG) GO TO 33 000231
00262 59* C 000231
00264 60* WRITE(MTAPE) XCG,YCGZCG*(NODEID(J)JuIloNNODES).((XMAT(I.J).JuIJ 3) 000233
00264 610 (o IiNNODES)9(DMASS(K)*K l e NDF) 000233
00310 620 GO TO 63 000266
00310 63* C 000266
00311 6414 33 WRITEINTAPE) XCGoYCGPZCG(INODEIDIJ)tJmINNODESItt.AMATIoJ)Jal3) 000270
00311 65. It IIteNNODEs) 000270
00331 66* GTO 63 noo00320
00331 67* C 000320
00332 68* q2 CONTINUE 000322
00332 69* C 00322
00332 700 Co READ FROM USER WEIGHTS FILE 000322
00333 71. READ (5,03) NNoDES 0.00322
00336 72 q3 FORMAT (13) 000327
00336 73* Co 000327
00337 74o NOF 0 6 * NNODES 000327
00340 75* PRINT 307, NNODESNDF 000334
00340 760 C. 000334
003q4 77* DO lq4 JIl.NNODES 000346
00347 78* NODEID(J) - J 000355
00350 79* 00 194 Il1I6 000362
00353 800 NUN = 6*(J-ll) 1 000362
00354 81* 144 IDXYZINUM) a IO*JI 000365
00354 82. Ce 000365
00354 83* C******** ****************** ** * 000365
00354 84q C READ GRIUPOINT IDtS AND THE MAsS MATRIX 000365
00354 85* C. J * GRIDPOINT 1oD. 000365
00354 86* C* 000365
00357 87* DO 48 IGRDPT - ILNNODES 000400
00362 88* READ. (5,,sEND5S3) IDELMT. Jo NCID RPMASSIJIol)I 000400
00362 89. *RPMASS(Js2,1 )iRPMASSIJ,2.2 ).RPMASS(J,311 ),RPMASSt(J,32 )lIENDOI 00400
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00375 90* READ(S,45) IEGNsRPMASSIJ.3,3 )#RPMASSIJ'tI I.RPMASS(Jlq.2 ) 000oo21
00375 91. e RPMASS(J.4.3 ).RPMASSlJtqo4 ),RPMASS(J,5I1 ).RPNASS(J*S5 2 It 000421
00375 920 0 RPMASSJs53 )sIEND2 000421
00411 93. IF fIENDI *NE.IBEGN) 60 TO 64 000440
00413 944 READIS.45) IBEGN9RPMASS(J,5o,4 oRPMASSfJa55o ),RPMASS(J6ol ). 000444
00413 95* e RPNASS(Jt6.2 ).RPHASS(J*63 ).RPMASS(J,6.4 ).RPMASS(J*6,S )o 0O0q44
00413 960 * RPMASS(J,661 n000'44
00426 97* IF (IEND2 *NE*IBEGN) GO TO 6q 000462
00430 98. 48 CONTINUE 000471
00430 99. C 000471
00432 1000 53 CONTINUE 000471
00432 10i* Co 000471
00432 1020 Co READ GRID POINT LOCATIONS 000471
00433 103e 00 155 IGRDPT * INNODES 000471
00q36 104L 155 READ (5,4%6ENDISS) 10, (XMAT(IDIJ) J1I93) 000475
00q46 105 55 WRITEINTAPE) (IDXyZ(IIBItuNDFI 000517
00446 106. C 000517
00454 107* IF (OFFDIGI GO TO 54 000534
00454 1080 C 000534
00456 109. WRITEIMTAPE) XCGoyCGSZCG.(NODEIDIJ3)J.INNODESI.(IXMATIIJ),oJl1,3) 000536
00456 110* re IaINNODES),t(RPMASSIJKK)tXIe63) J*INNODES) n00536
00505 111 GO TO 63 00057&
00505 112* C 000576
00505 113* C* WRITE OFF DIAGONAL ELEMENTS ONLY 000576
00506 114* 54 CONTINUE 000600
00507 I1S* WRITE(MTAPE) XCG*YCGPZCGoINODEID(J)JualINNOEs).IXMAT(IsJ),J1.33) 000600
00507 1160 i IIINNODES) 000600
00507 117* CX X 000600
00507 118* Cx X 000600
00527 119* 00 58 JsINNODES 000637
00532 120 JP a 6*(J-l) 000637
00532 121* C 000637
00533 122* DO 58 1.1,6 000693
00533 123* C 00063
00536 1244 DO 56 II -* INDF 000651
00541 125* 56 DMASSII) * 0* 000651
00543 126* 00 57 K-1.6 000656
00596 127* 57 DMASS(JP + K) - RPMASSIJ;'*K) 000656
00550 128z 58 WRITEIMASOFF) (DMASS(IIl) II'IsNDF) 000660
00560 129' GO TO 63 000702
00560 130* Co 000702
00561 131* 49 FORMAT (8X9318.SF.2zIS) 000704
00562 132s 45 FORMAT(IB.IBFge208) 000704
00563 133* 46 FORMAT (8XI8.8X,3F8.2) 000704
00564 1344 47 FORMAT IHO, * DATA CARD OUT OF SEQUENCE NEAR ELEMENT ID NO.'.14) 000704
00565 135* 64 PRINT 47 IDXYZ(J) 0007094
00570 136* STOP 000711
00570 1370 C 000711
00570 138* C 000711
00571 139e 63 CONTINUE 000714
00571 14q0 C 000714
00572 141q REWIND nTAPE 000714
00573 1942 READ (MTAPE) (IDXYZ(I)IIt ,NDF) 000716
00601 1443* WRITE (6*301) IIDIYZII)I IIpNDF) 000735
00607 1q44 IF 1OFFOIG) GO To IS 000747
00607 1qS C 000747
00611 1446 READ (MTAPE) XCGYCGZCG.(NODEID(J),J.I,NNODES)I.(XMATIeiJ),Jeo3) 000751
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00611 1470 is lu1eNNODES)(DMASS(K)KuINDF) 000751
00635 148le GO TO.a8 oo OOq
00636 lq9. 15 READ (MTAPE) XCGYCGtZCG.(NODEID(J)IJ0elNNODESI.IXMATIsJ).J1.3) 001006
00636 150 It IelINNODES) 001006
00636 1510 C 001006
f 00656 152*. 18 CONTINUE 001037
Q 00657 153* WRITE (6s302)INOOEIDII).a11,NNODESI 001037
-j 0066s5 154 WRITE (6*303)((XMATIIt1J)eJet3p1 I-ltNNODES) 001056
00676 155 IF IMASOUT) PRINT 304, (DMASS(IK)KalsNDFI 001075
.00705 156 . DO 20 11,.6 001115
00710 157* DO 20 Jl3.NDMAX 00111
00713 1560 GIlJ) * 0. 001115
00714 1590 GTNIJI) -0. 001115
00715 160* 20 CONTINUE 001123
00720 161 DO 130 J3INDF 001123
00720 162* C. COMPUTE NODE NUMBER 001123
00723 1630 NODEIDOAYZ(J)/10O 001131
00723 1649 Ce COMPUTE DEGREEE-OF-FREEDOm 001131
00724 165* NDIF. IDAYZ(J3-NOOEl*lO 001135
00725 1660 KeO 0010q
00726 1670 80 CONTINUE 0011q2
00727 1680 KaK+1 001342
00730 1690 IF (K .GT. NNODES) GO TO 160 oOllqq
00732 170* IF(NODEID(K) *NE* NODEI) 60 TO 80 001150
0073q 1710 NODE.K 001155
00735 172*. XOFaXMAT(NODEtI)-XCG 001160
00736 173* YDFuXMATINODE,21-YCG 001163
00737 174 ZDF.XMATINOOE.3)-ZCG 001166
00740 175* ONE *LI 001171
00741 1760 G0 TO 190.100,110.020,120.120) #NDIF 001173
00742 177* 90 CONTINUE 001207
00743 178* G(I.J) * ONE 001207
0074q 1790 G(5,J)I ZDF 001210
007q45 1800 G(6J)-YDF 001212
00746 18le GO TO 130 001214
007q7 182* 100 CONTINUE 001216
00750 1830 G(2,J)ONE 001216
00751 1840 Gi4Jm)-ZDF 001217
00752 185* G(6eJ)*XDF n01221
00753 1860 60 TO 130 001223
0075q 187* 110 CONTINUE 001225
00755 188 G(I3,J) *ONE 001225
00756 189. G(qJ) *YDF 001226
00757 190* G(S5J) A-XDF 001230
00760 1910 60 TO 130 001232
00761 192* 120 CONTINUE 001234
00762 193* G(NDIFIJ) 0 ONE 001236
00763 194 GO TO 130 001240
00764 195* 160 PRINT 170 001242
00766 196* 170 FORMAT (IHIolOXs 'ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN GCALC co** .// 001250
00767 197* 130 CONTINUE 001250
00767 198* C 001250
00771 199* IF ( *NOT. OFFoIG) GO TO 4q0 001250
00773 200. REWIND MASOFF 001252
00774 201* Do 420 JI3,NDF 001255
00777 202* READ(MASOFF) (DOMASS(K)KlNDNOF) 001266
01005 203* IF (MASOUT) pRINT 305m Js (OMASS(K)KIleNDOF) 001277
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01015 2040 DO 420 1'136 001316
D1020 2050 B OODO 001324
01021 206* DO 410 KI@eNDF 001332
01024 207* BeB' DMASSIK)OGtieK) 001332
0102S 208* 410 CONTINUE 001336
01027 209. GTMNIJ1) a B 001334
01030 20* 4q20 CONTINUE 001346
01033 211. 60 TO 450 001396
01033 2120 C 001396
0103q 213 4q40 CONTINUE 001352
01034 2141 C 001352
01034 215e CXXXXZxXXxXXXXXXKXXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxX 001352
01034 2160 CXXXXXXXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxXXXXXXAx 001352
01034 2170 C 001352
01035 218* DO 250 1U3,6 001352
0o040 219e DO 260 J3m1NOF 001373
010413 220* GTM(Jol)DMASSIJ) * G(l,JI 001373
010414 221* 250 CONTINUE 001401
01047 222* 450 CONTINUE nOlqOI
01050 223* DO 300 ImlNODF 001401
01053 2294 FRBIil * 0. O01q07
01054 225e DO 300 J'1,6 n00112
01057 226. 300 FRBIIU) FRB(I) - GTM(IJ) * ACCELIJ) 001412
01062 2270 PRINT 306, (FRBIII. I,NoF) 004124
01070 228e CALL TRANS(FRBSNDF,TRBCK) 001437
01071 --229. 301 FORMAT 0*O',lOXIlDXYZS o* ' 100/201613 nOl14Q
01072 230* 302 FORMAT ('O'IOX,'NODEIDS m *,100/2016)) 001414
01073 231* 303 FORMAT ("O'tlOXt'XMAT * *e504/41(3F.2,4x3 1 00144q
01074 232* 304 FORMAT I'IOI'sl0XDMASS t It 25I/20F6.23) 00144q
01075 233. 305 FORMAT ('0O',OX#OFFDIAGONAL MASS NATRIX ROW NO* 9 *14126/20F6.2 001414
01075 2394 ,l) 001494
01076 235. 306 FORMAT ('O', * RIGID BODY INERTIA LOADS TRANSFORM FRB ** 001444
01076 236* * 300(/15F8.2)) 001441
01077 237. 307 FORMAT ('O*', NNODES i* '.3/' NDF 9 stl3) nO0194
01100 238. RETURN 001494
0110| 239. END 001501
END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS.
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4.6 Description of Subroutine RDUMF
OUTLINE FOR SCIENTIFIC SUBPROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
IDENTIFICATION
Name/Title SUBROUTINE RDUMF
Programmer/Date F. STRATMAN 4/74
Author/Date F. STRATMAN 4/74
Organization/Installation LEC-ASD FOR SMD
Machine Identification UNIVAC 1110
Source Language FORTRAN V
PURPOSE





RDUMF reads the User Modal File of the Format in Section 3.2.3.1.
Unformatted read operations are used. The unit used for the
file is IUMF. NUMF is the position of the desired file. If
the first modal file is desired NUMF = 1, if the second NUMF
= 2, etc... The value of NUMF is input through namelist $TPDAT.
The MSC*LOCALIB-File skipping routine, FSBSFL, is used to
position the unit to the start of the desired data. A descrip-
tion of FSBSFL can be found in Appendix B. A flow chart of
this subroutine can be found in Figure 4-4.
LISTING
























Flow Chart of Subroutine RDUMF
RDUMF-2
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4.6.1 Listing of Subroutine RDUMF
QFOR*S RDUMF,.ROUMFDROUMF
.a. tR..SzxI.22l/t-I091.S -25. 10,1)
.. SUBROUTINE RDUNF ENTRY POINT 000230
0f
En STORAGE USEDI COkEll) 000242 ODATA(0O 0000731 .BLANK COMMONIZl 000000
C..... . Mar N .ILocKl.
. 003_. OOAL..123531
0004 TPINFO 000016
.0005 . PATOUT 000003








STORAGE ASSIGNMENT IBLOCK. TYPEs RELATIVE LOCATIONs NAME)
0000 000005 laIF 0000 0o0027 102F 0001 000012 1216 0001 000037 ;1316 Oni on!nail 13b6
000 056 1426 0001 000057 1446 0001 000070 153I 0001 000101 1576 0001 000114 1676
0001 000122 I746 0001 000137 20S6 0001 000166 2206 0001 000173 22G4 0001 000204 2326
0001 000211 SOL 0003 R 000000 A 00q 000007 ACCEL 0003 R 001773 DMAS . 0004 000005 FFREAD
00.03. . 00.1626 FREB 0000 1 000001 i 00o3 1 000032 IDXYZ 0000 000047 INJPS 0000 I 000000 ISTATS
0003 I 123527 IUMF 0000 1 000002 J 0000 I 000003 K 0003 I 123530 MAsOF OOnS L 000001 MASOUT
0005 L 000002 MODLOT 0003 1 000030 NOD 0003 001625 NOFFE 0003 1 000031 NMODES 0003 I 00066 NNODES
0003 1 000665 NODEID 0004 I 000015 NUMF 0004 L 00000 OFFOIG 0003 R 003457 PHI 0003 001627 GDD
0003 R 002625 RMASS 0000 R 000O00 SKIP OOOq 000006 TIME 0005 L 000000 TRNOUT 0004 000003 UMF
0004 000000 XCG 0003 R 0010SS XMAT 0004 000001 YCG 000 000002 ZCG
-n001 1e SUBROUTINE RDUMF OnOnOn
00101 2* C A ROUTINE TO READ THE USER MODAL FILE 000000
01t03 .. 3a LOGI'CAL OFFOIG 000000
0030 4. INCLUDE OIMOLIST 00000000404. .. . DIM PROC 000000
00104 4* CO ARRAY DIMENSIONS 00000000104 14 C 000000O.o I C 000000
0010 4* PARAMETER MAXDF * 410 000000
.00306. 40 PARAMETER MAxMOD.. 100 000000
00107 4* PARAMETER MAXNOD - 120 000000
00107 '* ....C 000000
00107 4* END 00000000110 5O COMMON /MODAL/AI24).NDFNMODESlnDXYZMAXDF.NNODESoODEID(MAXNOD). 000000
00310 6. *XMATIMAXNODI3)INDFFEsFREQQODDIMAXMOD)eDMASS(MAXDFl)RMASS(MAXDF) 000000
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00110 7* *PNHIMAXDFMAxMOD)IUMFoMASOFF 000000
00111 8a COMMON/TPINFO/ICG.YCG.ZCGoUMFooFFDIGs.FREADOTINMEACCELI6.NUNF 000000
00112 9. COMMON /DATOUT/ TRNOUT*MASOUTNMODLOT 000000
00113 10* LOGICAL TRNOUT*MASOUTMODLOT 000000
00114 Ii* DATA IUMF /7/ 000000
00114 12s C. SKIP TO DESIRED DATA NEWO00000
00116 13* CALL FSBSFL (IUMFNUMFoISTATS) NEWOO0000
00D117 14 READ(IUMF) (A(IIeltI12) 000004
00125 150 READO(IUMF) NDFeNNOOESt(IDOYZ(I5) IleINDFIoNNODES,(NnDEIDOIJ)JuI. 000015
00125 16* s - NNDDES5itIXMATIIJI),Jul.3)IaelNNODES)tIDMASS(K)Kal*NODF) nO015
0055 I57 PRINT 01, (Al0. I1lt12). NDF,NMODES. NNODES -02000073
0066 18* 00 32 1'l,NNODES 000114
00171 19* READ(IUMFI FREQsPHI(I*J).JwINDF) 000114
00200 20* 32 IFIMODLOT) PRINT 102t IFREQOlpHIII.(lJ Jul1NDF) 000125
00212 210 IF (*NOTo OFFDIG) GO TO 50 000155
0024q 220 READIIUNF) SKIP 000157
00217 23* DO 35 INlNDF 000166
00222 24q READ (IUNF) (RMASsIJ) # Jm1,NDF) 000164
00230 25S 35 WRITE(MASOFF) (RMASSIJ) s J0lNDF) 000176
00237 26* 50 RETURN 000211
00240 27 1301 FORMAT ('O', 20A6/10X#'NO DEGREES-OF-FREEDOM * 'vlI /OXt'NO* OF 000241
002OO 28* oMODES * '1.14/IOXNO. OF NODES I *'14) 000241
0024I 29. 102 FORMAT ('O', * MODE NO. 't 13.' *FREQ. 1 t F9.09, -PHIS * D, n00241
00241 30* * 10l/IFI,2G1) 000241
00242 31* END 000241
END OF COMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS.
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4.7 Description of Subroutine TRANS
OUTLINE FOR SCIENTIFIC SUBPROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
IDENTIFICATION
Name/Title SUBROUTINE TRANS
Programmer/Date F. STRATMAN 4/74
Author/Date F. STRATMAN 5/74
Organization/Installation LEC-ASD FOR SMD
Machine Identification UNIVAC 1110
Source Language FORTRAN V
PURPOSE
TRANS premultiplies the force and moment arrays setup in RBITRN,
MILTRN, and AFTRAN by their corresponding "loads model to finite
element" transform matrices, punchs NASTRAN "Force" and "moment"




Call TRANS (POSTML, NCOLS, ARAYCK)
Parameter Dimension Ty e Description
POSTML MAXDF R The array of forces and
moments acting at the degrees
of-freedom of the loads model
NCOLS I The number of columns filled
in POSTML




When the wrong transform array card deck is detected upon
comparing ARAYCK with the data deck identifier, the following
message is printed. DATA DECK OUT OF SEQUENCE
METHOD
* Symbol Definition
Coding Type Description Units
ASSIGN R (in text)
BUFF A A 280 word buffer to store the NASTRAN
force card images as they are computed
CID I Coordinate system i.d.
DATNAM A The one word i.d. of the transform
data deck
FFEVAL R The finite element force value being
computed
IPOS I Variable used to identify the position
in an array of a certain desired value
IROW I The degree-of-freedom of the finite
element model for which a force is
being computed
ISTART I Position in BUFF where data encoding
is to start
NAME A Identifies "FORCE" or "MOMENT" NASTRAN
card
NASFIL I Unit number of NASTRAN INPUT LOADS File
NDFFE I Nuihber of degrees of freedom in the
finite element model
PREMUL R Premultiplier - the transform matrix
SCALEF R Scale factor - CMASS for force card,
CINERT for moment card
TRANS-2
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Coding Type Description Units
SID R Load set i.d. number
VECTOR R 3-component force vector for NASTRAN
card
* Model
The general transform process is described in Section 2.1.
Due to the limited core space available only one finite ele-
ment force value is processed at a time.
The processing consists of:
1. reading a row of the transform matrix
2. postmultiplying by the array of forces on the loads
model
3. creating the NASTRAN Force Card image
4. writing the card image on NASFIL and punching. a
NASTRAN bulk data card.
The NASFIL format is illustrated in Section 3.1.5. The
NASTRAN bulk data "FORCE" card is illustrated in Section 3.3.
ASSIGN is. an NDFFEX 3 matrix which corresponds to the trans-
form matrix. For each non-zero row of the transform matrix
there is a corresponding row of ASSIGN which provides the
following information about the corresponding FFE value
computed:
Column
1. finite element gridpoint i.d. number
2. 1 - static force being created2 - static moment being created
3. 1,2,3 corresponding to X,Y,Z d.o.f. associated
with the gridpoint
The program flow is shown in Figure 4-5.
LISTING





































4.7.1 Listing of Subroutine TRANS
RFOR,S TRANS.TRANS
FOR SEIX-12/23/7q-21:q5:30 (0)
SUBROUTINE TRANS ENTRY POINT 000323
STORAGE USED: CO'DE(I) 0003361 DATAIO) 00n1q3; BLANK COMMON(2) 000000















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAMF)
0001 000015 045G 0 01 00006 SOG 0001 0046 1
6 7
6 0001 00051 1
7 2G onnl O0'n;3 2066
0001 000104 214G 0001 000115 2236 0001 0000'2 30
5
L 0000 000524 325F 000 000530 326F
0000 000533 328F 0000 o00053 32
9
F 0001 000236 
3





SOL 0000 0005q5 351F 0003 000000 A 0000 000506 ARR 0000 00'465 ASSGN
0003 I 003457 ASSGNI 0003 1 003457 ASSGN2 0003 1 003457 ASSGN3 0003 I 003957 ASSIr. 0000 R 000000 BUFF
0004 L 000003 CARDS 0000 I 000494 CID 0004 000001 CINERT 00q 000000 CMASS 0000 I 000443 DATNAm
0003 001773 DMASS 0000 R 000q53 FFEVAL 0003 001626 FREQ 0000 1 OOqSI 0000 I 000432 IBLANK
0003 000032 IDXYZ 0000 1 00qS9 It 0000 0019q2 INJPS 0000 I o000o5 IPoS 0ODO I 000447 IROW
0000 I 000'50 ISTART 0003 123527 IUMF 0000 I 000452 J 0000 1 000456 L 00n3 123530 MASOFF
0005 L 000001 MASOUT 0005 L 000002 MODLOT 0000 I 000430 NAME 0000 1 000495 NASFII 0003 000030 NDF
0003 I 001625 NDFFE 0000 I 0099q6 NINE 0003 000031 NMOOES 0003 00066' NNOOES 003 000665 NOOEID
0003 003457 PHI 0000 R 000556 PREMUL 0003 001627 GDD 0003 002625 RMASS 000 R 000000n SCALEF
O000 1 000002 SID 0000 R 000556 TAP 0000 R 000556 TMOD 0000 R 000556 TRR 0005 L 000000 TRNOUT
0000 R 000499 VECTOR 0003 001055 XMAT
00101 1 SUBROUTINE TRANSIpOSTMLNOLSeARAYCK) nononl
00101 2* C
00101 3. CO THIS ROUTINE READS ONE RO* OF A PREMULTIPIER AT A T;ME, MULTIPLIES 000001
00101 * C* BY THE POSTMULTIPLIER IF NECESSARY. AND PRINTS THE NASTRAN FORCE OR 000001
00101 5o Co OR MOMENT CARD 000001
00101 6. C 000001
00103 7* INCLUDE DIM,LIST 00001
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00103 7. DIM PROC 000001
00103 7. Ce ARRAY DIMENSIONS 000001
00103 7* C 000001
0010q 7. PARAMETER MAXDF * 410 000001
00105 7* PARAMETER MAXMOD . 100 000001
00104 7* PARAMETER MAXNOD * 120 000001
00106 7* C 000001
00106 7* END 000001
00107 8* DIMENSION BUFF(280O 000001
00110 .9* -DIMENSION POSTMLi NAXDF)*PREMUL(MAXOF) 000001
00111 10* DIMENSION NAME(2)*IBLANKI(61SCALEFE2)oVECTORI3 000001
00112 1ie DIMENSION TRSIMAXDF)tTAPMAXDFn1TMOO(MAXDF) 000001
00113 12* COMMON /MODAL/A124).NDFNMODESIDAYZIMAXDFI.NNODEStuODEIDIMAXNODi) 000001
0011.3 13* eXMATIMAXNODO33sNDFFEsFREQ.QDD(MAXMOD),DMASSIMAXDFI.RMASS(MAXDFI, 000001
00113 19* *PHI(MADFvMAXMODI.IUMFpMASOFF 000001
00311 . IS* COMMON/FACTOR/CMASS.CINERTSIDoCARDS 000001
00135 16* COMMON /DATOUT/ TRNOUTMASOUT.MOOLOT 000001
00116 17* LOGICAL TRNOUT*MASOUToMODLOT 000001
00117 18 INTEGER ARAYCKeDATNAMASSIGN(MAXDFg3)lASSGNIIMAXDFo,'l 000001
00117 19* * ASSGN2(MAXDF3)1AsSGN3MAXIDF*3) 000001
00120 20* INTEGER CID/0O/ 000001
00122 21* INTEGER SID 000001
00123 220 LOGICAL CARDS 000001
00294 23* DATA NASFIL/IO/ 000001
00126 24* DATA NINE/6H999999/ 000001
00130 25S DATA NAME/6MFORCE *6HNOMEjT/ 000001
00132 26* DATA IBLANK/6*6H /000001
00434 27T EQUIVALENCE (SCALEF(iI)CMASS) 000001
00135 280 EQUIVALENCE ISCALEF(21ICINERT) 000001
00136 29. EQUIVALENCE (PREMULIIITRBII)lTAPII)*TMODI)I) 000001
00137 30. EQUIVALENCE (ASSIGN(lelleASSGN1I.1,19SNASSGN2(i.1.AScGN3Io)ll. 000001
00137 31* * PNtI.I)) oooo001
00140 32* NAMELIST/ASSGN/DATNAMeNDFFE.ASSGISS ASSGN2.ASSGN3 000001
00114 33o NAMELIST/ARR/TRB9TAPpTMODIROW 000001
00192 3q9 CALL NTRAN (NASFIL.10) 000002
00143 35S ISTART 0 -13 000006
00344 36* DO 300 ImI.NDFFE 000016
00147 370 DO 300 JPi13 000016
00152 38* 300 ASSIGN(ItJ) a 0 000016
00G55 399 READ(ISASSGN) 000023
00160 '40 IF IDATNAM *EQ. ARAYCK) Go TO 305 000027
00162 q41 PRINT 329 000033
00164 42* STOP 000037
00165 4q3 305 CONTINUE 000042
00166 q44 DO 330 13,NDFFE 000042
00.171 q45 Do 310 JuleNCOLS 000051
00374 966 310 PREMULJI) * 0. 000051
00176 q47 READ (5,ARREND350) 000052
00201 498 IF (TRNOUT) PRINT 351i DATNAMsIROW, (PREMUL(J)I JI,NCOLSI 000061
00212 99 FFEVAL * O n 00076
00213 50* '00 320 JI NCOLS 000104
00216 51e 320 FFEVAL * FFEVAL * PREMULIJ) *POSTML(J) 
- 000104
00220 *DIAGNOSTIC* THE TEST FOR EQUALITy BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL.
00220 52e IF (FFEVAL *EQ. 0.) 60 TO 330 000110
00222 53e DO 323 11I 1,3 000115
00225 54* 323 VECTORIII) * 0, 000315
00227 55 IPOS - ASSIGNIIRO,.3) 000116
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00230 56. VECTOR(IPOS) 
- FFEVAL
00231 57. IPOS - ASSIGNIIROW92) 000122
00231 58. C. WRITE OR PUNCH NASTRAN CARD 00012400232 59* IF(CARDS) WRITE(3I1326) NAMEIIPOS)SIDIASSIGN(IROW#,I)CID. 000130
00232 60 SCALEF(IPOS)oVECTOR 000130
00293 61. WRITE (6*325) NAME(IPOS).SID.ASSIGN(IROW,I).CID* 00015300243 62* * SCALEF(IPOS).VECTOR nOO15300253 63o ISTART * ISTART + 14 000174
00254 69. IF (ISTART *EO. 281) ISTART * 1 000177
10256 65e ENCODE (8q4328oBUFF(ISTARTI) NAME(IPOSIoSID.AsSIGN(IROWile)tClo 000205
30256 66. SCALEF(IPOS)IVECTORIIBLANK 00020530256 67. Co IF FULL, WRITE BUFFER ON NASTRAN INPUT LOADS FILE 00020530267 68. 330 IFISTART *EQ* 267) CALL NTRANINASFILIp280,8UFFL;2) 
- 000236
D0267 690 C30267 70 Co 000236
30267 70. C. WRITE CONTENTS OF BUFFER AND END INDICATORS ON NASTRAN INPUT FILE 00023630272 71o 350 IF (ISTART EGQ. 267) ISTART * -13 00025q00279 72. ISTART * ISTART * 14 000256
0027S 730 ENCODE (6.3288UFFIISTARTI) NINE 000264
00300 74* CALL NTRANINASFILlI,ISTARTsBUFFL.22) 000276
00301 75S 325 FORMAT(IHOA6s2X318,4F8*.2 000306
00302 76. 326 FORMAT (A6,2KX318,4F682) 000306
00303 770 328 FORMAT (19A6) 000306
00304 78 329 FORMAT I tDATA DECK OUT OF SEQUENCEI) 000306
00305 79. 395 FORMAT ( 11F7I21 000306
00306 80. 3q6 FORMAT (311) 00030600310 82: RETURN
00307 . 351 FORMAT (*0',A6' MARInx. ROW NUMBER'14, 50(/10I0.21) 000306
00311 83s END 000306
000335
END OF COMPILATION: I DIAGNOSTICS.
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If the file is on tape, no action is taken. If the file is on drum, the relative drum address is adjustd by the word count
in BFLNG. If the file is on FASTRAND, the relative sector address is adjusted by the word count in BFLNG divided by
the sector size. The adjustments are positive, unless the function is backspace, in which case it is negative. Before
exiting, zero is stored in BFLNG, so that a redundant call on UPDDAS will not destroy the mass storage location.
4.1 i.21. NWBLKS - WRITE BUFFERED OUTPUT BLOCK TO MASS STORAGE
* Purpose
To output a block of nonformatted or formatted data to tape, drum, or FASTRAND.
* FORTRAN V Reference
Not applicable.
" Assembler Language Reference
There are two entries in NWBLKS: DRAINS and WRBLK$. DRAIN$ is invoked by
SLJ DRAIN$
On entry, UNITS must contain the unit number and AO must contain the packet location.
WRBLKS is invoked by,
SLJ WRBLK$
On tu y A Mlusi c01di ! tile o ;aOu:UIu u i i/O packei.
* ODescription
N" ,LKS has two entries, DRAIN$ and WRBLK$. DRAINS inserts any trail pad needed by the block. For
'tonformatted output DRAINS also inserts the checksum and control words. The last control word is updated and
%','RBLKS is called to write the data block. For nonformatted blocks the checksum is then set to zero and the block
seit ence number is incremented.
'R23 LKS waits until the previous operation on the file is completed. It then sets the function code and calls UPDDA$
-o ur;date the mass storage location. The buffer location and data length are insertcd into the packet and, if two buffers
rre in use, the old buffer is inserted as the available or working buffer. Finally IOS is called to write the block.
',RBLKS does not wait for the write to be completed before exiting.
4.1,, iNTRAN 1/O PROCESSING
The E.D and the WRITE statements, although convenient to use, do not make efficient use of tapes and drums because the
lan:: does not permit parallel processing. Furthermore, a considerable amount of time is used in processing an I/O list
bec, . of its generality.
NT -: VN p rovi des a tool for reading and/or writing binary information on tape or drum. It also provides I/O buffering through
a C L s;i ement in the FORTRAN language:
CAL . NI'RAN ('Nl Tsequence of operations)
in ch UNIT is an integer constant or variable designating the !orical unit. The sequence of operations is any list of 1/O
o;-:,: 
-s (s specified in 4.18.1) to bu performued in order on the spcnecified unit. If the unit is not bi sy, [IT RAN initiates thei: :on and stu:ks the rest in a waiti;,j list and then returns to iihe calling piogram. If the unit is alrea,,.y busy, then the
n. :::-: is stacked in a waiting list :ndrl chained to any previously st'.:k.,J operations. The exceptions are operations 16
to .. ..i-.n ey are encountc j:ci,~NTRlMAN waits for the cormpletions of all previous operations for that unit be"ore returnin
to ti programn.
P" R -U A -i1A 0
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When an interrupt occurs, NTRAN records the transmission status, initiates the next operation in the chain, and reujrns
control to the interrupted calling program.
Input/output operations provided by NTRAN are:
(1) Write (tape, drum, or FASTRAND)
(2) Read (tape, drum, or FASTRAND)
(3) Block Read (tape, drum, or FASTRAND)
(4) Search Read (tape, drum, or FASTRAND)
(5) Search Drum (drum or FASTRAND)
(6) Position Drum (drum or FASTRAND)
(7) Position Tape by Block (tape only)
(8) Position Tape by Files (tape only)
(9) Write End of File (tape only)
(10) Rewind (tape, drum, or FASTRAND)
(11) Rewind/Interlock (same as 10 for drum and FASTRAND)
(12) Set Tape Density Medium (tepe on!y)
(13) Set Tape Density Low (tape only)
(14) Set Tape Parity Odd (tape only)
(15) Set Tape Parity Even (tape only)
(16) Initialize Multireel File (tape only)
(17) Swap Reels for Multireel File (tape only)
(18) Reassign Unit (tape, drum, and FASTRAND)
(19) Assign Unit to External File Name (tape, drum, or FASTRAND)
(20) NOP (tape, drum, and FASTRAND)
(21) Get device
(22) Wait and Unstack then Release Unit (tape, drum, or FASTRAND)
(23) Set Tape Density High (tape only)
In order to use NTRAN, a FORTRAN program must have some way to check the status of the transmission. For this reason,
every block of main storage which is used for I/O has a block status word (an integer variable) associated with it; the name of
the status word is specified in the argument list of the CALL.
When NTRAN is called, the list of arguments is searched tor status words, and these are all set to a value (-1) which indicates
transmission-not-complete. When an interrupt occurs, the corresponding status word is set by NTRAN to a value whichindicates the nature of completion, whether normal (a positive value indicating 'number of words transmitted), abnormal(value = -2) or in error (value = -3 or -4). The status words for each operation are defined in 4.18.1.
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W~'n NT RAN generates --2 or -3, it releases all operations stacked for the unit which have not been started. The offending
operation is marked abort and is left stacked. Any further calls of NTRAN, requesting the above described unit (except
operation 22) will not be performed or st:icked, but will generate a particular status code (-4). Operation 22 may be used to
release the abort condition for a unit. This allows the programmer to regain control after trying to read or write past an
end-of-file, end-of-drum, or end-of-tape.
An attempt to read or write zero words (N=0) will result in the function being ignored.
The following errors will generate a status word of -3:
(1) Hardware errors.
(2) Parity and character count errors.
(3) Illegal unit specified.
CNO "E: Legal units are all tapes and drum/FASTRAND files.
4.18.1. OPERATIONS
An operation is defined in the argument list by a group of arguments. The first argument for an operation identifies the type
of operation. It is followed by the parameters for the operation; these are fixed in number and order of occurrence by the
type of operation. Several operations may be grouped in a single call to NTRAN.
When referencing a drum file, the current drum address for that file is the starting address for the file only if the drum file
was never referenced in the current run. If the drum file was referenced before, the current drum address is the current
address before the last CALL of the file plus the number of words transmitted or positioned in that CALL. In order to reach
the starting address of the file, ooeration 10 and 22 can be used.
For example, in the call NTRAN (3, 9, 10, 22):
3 unit number
9 = end-of-file when operation is completed
10 = rewind unit
22 = all operations on unit must be completed before another function is issued.
T* e cited example is a stacked operation.
NOTE: For FASTRAND I/O the specified drum address is a .sctor count and not a word count as for drum I/O. However,
with normal termination, the status variable associated with a main storage transfer will indicate actual number of
words transmitted. It is then up to the user to perform the covered divide with the sector size in order to retrieve the
corresponding sector count.
For search operations on FASTRAND, if a find is made, the drum address will point to the sector containing the matching
itemrn; a following read function will therefore not necessarily start reading the matched item.
(,) Write
The argument group is: 1, N, B, L
in which N is an integrer constant or vari;ble which specifies the block length; B is a variable name from which data is to
be written; and L is anrint ger varib.hl;, the status word, which is set by NTRAN as follows:
-1 - transmission not complete
--2 C nd-of-tape or drum file JABAL P
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-3 = device error
-4 = transmission aborted (previous operation had -2 or -3 status).
If the transmission is completed normally, L receives the number of words transmitted (N).
(b) Read
The argument group is: 2, N, B, L
in which N is an integer constant or variable which specifies the length of the main storage block which will receive the
data (for tape, N is the maximum number of words which will be transmitted from the tape block; for drum, N words
will be transmitted), B is a variable which is the name of a main storage area into which the data is to be read, and L is
an integer variable (the status word), which is to be set as follows:
-1 = transmission not complete
-2 = end of file (no words read DRUM)
-3 = device error
-4 = transmission aborted (previous operation had -2 or -3 status)
If the transmission is completed normally, L receives the number of words transmitted (N).
(c) Block Read
The argument group is: 3, N, B, L
'A block roFa f-r t-p- and FASTRAND is the same as an ordinary read. For drum, transmission is terminated by reedina
a word of all 1 bits (called end-of-block word). N is the maximum number of words which can be transmitted. L (the
status variable) receives the actual number of words transmitted if the operation is completed normally; otherwise L is
set as in READ. B has the same definition as in read.
(d) Search Read
The argument group is: 4, S, N, B, L
in which S (a sentinel word) is a constant or a variable which is used in searching tape or drum.
For tape, the first word of each block is compared to the sentinel and, when a match is found, that block (includir; Ihe
sentinel word) is read. For drum, starting at the current drum address, each word is compared to the sentinel and, vhen
a match is found, that block (N words) is read. An unsuccessful search results in an end-of-file status.(-2) for L For
FASTRAND a track search is employed: if no find is made, the user may request additional searches.
When a match is found on FASTRAND, the entire sector containing the matched sentinel will be read into B.
(e) Drum Search
The argument group is: 5, S
in which S is a constant or variable sentinel word. Starting at the current drum address, the drum is searched until
match or end-of-file is reached. The drum address of the match becomes the new current drum address (first drum
address to be read or written is that of matched drum address). When a match is found on FASTRAND, the drum




The argument group is: 6, N
in which N is an integer constant or variable, positive or negative, which is added to the current drum address to form a
new current drum address. If N is negative and the current drum address plus N is less than the starting address of drum
file, current drum address is set to starting address of drum file. N is word count for drum, and sector count for
FASTRAND.
(g) Position Tape By Blocks
The argument group is: 7, N
in which N is an integer constant or variable which specifies the number of blocks to space over on tape. Positive N for
forward spacing; negative N for backspacing.
(h) Position Tape By Files
The argument group is: 8, N
in which N is an integer constant or variable which specified the number of file marks to space over. Positive N for
forward spacing; negative N for backspacing. The operation is terminated by moving over the Nth file mark, by reaching
the load point (back spacing), or by reaching the end of tape (forward spacing).
(i) End File
The argument group is: 9
For tape an rndl-of-file mark is written.
(j) Rewind
The argument group is: 10
(k) Rewind/Interlock
The argument group is: 11
For tape, a rewind/interlock is given. For drum and FASTRAND the operation is the same as a rewind.
NOTE: Operations I through o pertain to magnetic tape density and parity setting (are available only on UNISERVO
IV-C, VI-C, and VIII-C units). If not specified, the setting will be system slandard.
(I) Set Tape Density Medium (556 bpi)
The argument group is: 12
(m) Set Tape Density Low (200 bpi)
The argument group is: 13
(n) Set Tape Parity Odd (binary standard) O -MINa P
The argument group is: 14
(o) Set Tape Parity Even (BCD standard)
The argumnent group is: 15
N'OTE: Density atnd parity setting routines set (.!~n;sity and parity for ail t'ipe units tiedl to a logical unit when miltireel
processing.
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If the I/O error routine has been entered by a call to NERCR$ and an ERR clause has been found, control goes t) the
statement number specified in the FORTRAN I/O reference. Control goes back to the I/O routine which detected the error,
if entry point NERCRS was used and no ERR clause has been specified. In this case, the following identifying mess;.:e is
printed:
'I/O CALLED AT SEQUENCE NUMBER $ OF P'
where $ is the sequence number shown in the compiler listing and P stands for MAIN PROGRAM or the name of the
subprogram.
If the I/O error routine is entered by a call to NERCT$ and an ERR clause has been specified, control changes to the I/O
calling program without the identifying message. If NERCT$ is called and no ERR clause has been specified, the message
'FORTRAN V ERROR TERMINATION:'
is printed by NERR6S. This is followed by a printed line identical to the identifying message. The ensuing walk back process
prints one line for each subprogram over which walk back occurs indicating sequence or line number and the name of the
subroutine. Walk. back ceases when the main program is reached or When 200 lines have been printed.
The I/O error routine is entered at NEFCL$ when a software end of file or @EOF card or the image @EOF+x (x is
nonsignificant) as the first word of a record is encountered. If an END clause has been specified, control goes to the I/O
calling program without any messages at all. If no END clause is specified, the following message is printed:
'EXECUTION TERMINATED BY AN ATTEMPT TO READ PAST AN END OF FILE.'
This is followed by the walk back process as described previously.
4.19.1. ERROR CODES AND ASSOCIATED MESSAGES
The following is a list of error codes, the contents of the FORTRAN V error word (NSTAT$), and the error message provided
by the I/O routine where the error was detected.
00MAT /O L Location of Variable in ProgramType Type
Remark: Type of FORMAT specifications does not agree with type specified by I/O list.
Message: 'ERROR - TYPE IN FORMAT IS NOT THE SAME AS THE INTERNAL TYPE.'
Record image is displayed. Message is printed no more than once if error recurs in same I/O statement. No terminati n. if
ERR clause is not specified.
01 Character 00 Location of Word in Format
Message: 'ILLEGAL FORMAT CHARACTERS WERE ACCEPTED AS BLANKS.' or
'THE INTERPRETATION OF MEANINGLESS INPUT WAS ATTEMPTED.'
Record image is displayed. Messages are not repeated if errors recur in same I/O statement. No termination if ERR clause is
not specified.
02 00 00 Location of Record
Message: 'RECORDS EXCEEDING MAXIMUM LENGTH ARE FAULTY.'
Record image is displayed. Messages are not repeated if same error occurs in same I/O statement. No termination if ERR
clause is not specified.
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The six po:;sible crror messages produced by NTRAN are:
(1) "NTRAN ERROR* UNIT S: NO PACKET SPACE AVAILABLE.
This message indicates that all available NTRAN packets are in use and that another packet is requested.
Suggested Action: Reassemble NTRAN and increment the number-of-packets-parameter NPKTS.
(2) "'NTRAN ERROR' UNIT S IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR NTRAN.
A reference to a unit was made that is already in use by normal I/O.
Suggested Action: Change unit number. . W l ft
(3) "NTRAN ERROR* UNIT S NOT ASSIGNED.
A reference to an unassigned unit was made with a function other than.write (1) or assign (19).
Suggested Action: If a write function (1) had been used as the first reference, a dynamic ass:gn of a FASTRAND file
(scratch) would have been made. If a scratch file was not intended, an assignment has to be made either by function 19
(assign) or by an assign card.
(4) *NTRAN ERROR* UNIT S HAS IMPROPER DEVICE
Requested function is not available for the device assigned to this unit. The requested function will be ignored.
Suggested Action: If action is wanted for the requested function, a unit with another device assigned has to he used.
f f **NITRAN FRROR' INIT . HAq II I FOAI FIINCTION CODE
(6) *'NTRAN ERROR UNIT $: NUMBEIR OF ARGUMENTS IN STACK EXCEEDS TABLE LENGTH.
This. message indicates that the number of arguments in call is greater than the maxinmum calling sequence table length.
Suggested Action: Reassemble NTRAN and increase the NCT length.
i/VOTE: The user must not change any argument of an argument group before the function is completed; that is, before the
status word (if any) has been chan.;ed from -1 to another value. All NTRAN functions are execuWb: in secquence;
the completion of one function implies completion, successful or unsuccessful, of all preceding functions.
4.19. NSTAT$ - THE I/O ERROR STATUS W!ORD
Ne.v values for the FORTRAN' V I/O error steatus word have boon added for more detailed error anclysis during execution of
a FORTRAN V program. Contents of NSTATS is retrieved by the function rui,-rcnce INSTAT(L) where L is irrelevant. The
value of NSTATS is set to zero following this reference.
The format of the error word, NSTATS, is:
S1 S2 _ S3 H2__ _
S1 &avays contains the (FOR TRAN V I/O) error code. The FLD [unction may he used to examin.; the fieids of he error word.
The new FORTRAN /!O error routine (elemo- nt IOERS) wi!l sutarch for an ERR or END cl:use. I; ,ill also print ilhe error
m n;": provicled by the calling I/O routine. !i i h., error is rcci. :l with folrn:t irnterpretation and/or a record (inc:uding a
lin.e of NA ME LIST I/O), the entire record is drhiycd followi!,l the message:
'THF FOLLOWING RECORD IS ERRONECOU:, OR DOES NOT CORRESPOND iO FORMAT S':1CIFIC.AkTIONS'
If the ile is tape, FASTRAND, drun, or an ;r:ute symiont file;, the unit n r!.ber n is indic td in the messae
!: JlNIT n IS IN ERROR' A-7 /5
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ADDED IN OCTOBER 1969.
5.2 PURPOSE
THIS ROUTINE WILL POSITION FORWARD OR BACKWARD THE SPECIFIC
NUMBER OF FILES ON NON-FORMATTED FORTRAN TAPES. BOTH TAPE MARKS
AND SDF END-OF-FILE SENTINALS ARE RECOGNIZED BY THIS ROUTINE.
5.3. USAGE
CALL FSBSFL (LUN,NF,NSTAT)
HERE LUN IS THE FORTRAN LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER
NF IS THE NUMBER OF FILES TO SKIP. IF POSITIVE, POSITION
FORWARD. IF NEGATIVE, POSITION BACKWARD.
NSTAT IS THE STATUS CODE. POSSIBLE VALUES AND CAUSES ARE --
0=NORMAL RETURN
1=LOGICAL UNIT IS NOT ASSIGNED TO TAPE OR WAS NEGATIVE
2=POSITIONED BACKWARD TOO MANY FILES. THE TAPE IS





A POSITION BACKWARD REQUEST WILL LEAVE THE TAPE POSITIONED AT THE
START OF THE PROPER FILE. IF THE TAPE IS POSITIONED IN FILE 3, A
CALL WITH NF = -1 WILL LEAVE THE TAPE POSITIONED AT THE START OF
FILE 2.
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